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ABSTRACT
CHROMATIN ORGANIZATION AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR IN THE CONTROL OF 
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO RADIATION-INDUCED AML IN MICE
 The studies described in this dissertation involve the use and comparison of two 
mouse strains: one sensitive (CBA/CaJ) and another resistant  (C57BL/6J) to radiation-
induced acute myeloid leukemia (AML).
The purpose of these studies was to identify factors that may account for the large 
difference in the susceptibility of these strains to radiation-induced AML.  Both have a 
near-zero lifetime spontaneous incidence of AML.  The CBA/CaJ mice display a 
radiation dose dependent increase in AML incidence while C57BL/6J mice do not 
develop AML after any radiation dose.
 Deletion of a specific region, known as the minimal deleted region (mdr), of 
mouse chromosome 2 containing the PU.1 gene is a virtual requirement for development 
of AML.  Additionally, there are two regions surrounding the mdr, which contain grouped 
breakpoints defining large breakpoint clusters.
The breakpoint cluster in the proximal region is 10 Mb while the cluster in the distal 
region is 3 Mb of length.  Most  of the breakpoints surrounding the PU.1 deletions occur 
in these regions.
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Murine strains susceptible to radiation-induced AML show about a two-fold 
hypersensitivity  of mouse chromosome 2 relative to chromosomes 1 or 3, whereas in the 
resistant mouse strains; chromosomes 1, 2, and 3 are similar in radiosensitivity. 
Differences in global DNA repair processes cannot explain this chromosomal 
hypersensitivity.
Possible explanations include differences in the interphase structure, geometry or 
organization of chromosome 2 in the different strains.
 The present study was initiated to determine whether the distances between 
breakpoint clusters on chromosome 2 are in closer proximity in the bone marrow cells of 
the CBA/CaJ mouse strain than in the C57BL/6J strain which could explain the 
differences mentioned above.  Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) were selected as 
markers of the central portion of the proximal and distal deletion breakpoint clusters as 
well as mdr on chromosome 2, where the preponderance of breaks occurs.  Distance 
measurements were made by three dimensional fluorescent in situ hybridization (3D-
FISH) image analysis of hundreds of cells using Metamorph and ImageJ for data 
collection and Autoquant software for deconvolution and reconstruction of the three 
dimensional cell nuclei. Comparing bone marrow cells of CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J mice, 
no differences were found between the proximity of the two regions represented for the 
selected markers compared in both murine strains.  Further comparisons were made for 
other specific cell types.  For the markers chosen the distribution of the distances showed 
similarities between the same cell types from both mouse strains; namely, fibroblasts, 
whole bone marrow (WBM), and hematopoietic stem cells (HSC).
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However, there was not found a change in the distance distributions toward the closer 
distances expected between the clusters in HSC and WBM compared with fibroblasts in 
both mouse strains.
There was; however, a tissue-dependent distance distribution between the markers 
Specifically, the average distances of the clusters in fibroblasts (2.55 um for CBA/CaJ 
and 3.09 um for C57BL/6) were larger than the distance in blood cells (1.74 um in BM 
and 1.53 um in HSC for CBA/CaJ; and 1.79 um in BM and 1.77 um in HSC for C57BL/
6).
This tissue-dependency is consistent with the concept of tissue predisposition to certain 
kind of cancers, in which, for instance blood cells contain specific characteristics or 
nuclear organization not present in fibroblasts that could lead to AML.
 Although the hypothesis that closer interphase proximity of chromosome 2 PU.1 
deletion breakpoints in CBA/CaJ versus C57BL/6J mice was not upheld, a very 
interesting observation has emerged.  The distance between breakpoint markers and the 
whole organization of the chromosome 2 homologs was different within each cell 
defining a small domain and a large domain with short and long distances respectively 
between the markers.  This was true not only for bone marrow but for hematopoietic stem 
cells and fibroblasts of both strains.
This observation of a difference in chromosome 2 domain sizes for the two homologs 
within each individual cell led to the question whether the PU.1 deletion that appears 
many months later in AML cells might have occurred preferentially or systematically  in 
the small or large domain of the original radiation-initiated cell.
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 Using AML cells from actual radiation-induced tumors, the measurements done 
within the intact chromosome 2 from these AML samples showed a high proportion of 
cells with distances between the clusters markers that were similar to the distances seen 
for the small domain from normal BM cells.  Therefore, from our data, deletion of 
chromosome 2 seemed to occur mainly  in a non-random fashion because the PU.1 gene 
was deleted from the large domain in 8 out of 10 cases in an average proportion of ~74% 
of the analyzed cells considering all AML cases.
The problem here is that chromosome domains may reorganize during the considerable 
time and lengthy periods of proliferation involved in the development of an AML.  Could 
the domain organizations develop  differently  due to the radiation?  If there were no such 
changes it would imply that the AML process resulted in the domain structure differences 
and not to the initial radiation deletion process.  Nevertheless, the deletion in the large 
domain may suggest that  a mechanism through which a preferential deletion is not the 
result of initial breakpoints proximity resulting from a simple loop formation, but perhaps 
may be due to the transcriptional activity differences in the two homologs.  Such a 
difference could arise as a result of genomic imprinting.
 To explore and test the possible effect of the genomic imprinting on the structure 
and organization of the chromatin in both small and large domain from mouse 
chromosome 2, a different mouse model was used that allowed us to differentiate the 
parental origin of each chromosome 2 inherited after fertilization for the hybrid offspring 
(F1) obtained from crosses between a C3H/HeNCrl and Tirano/EiJ mouse strain.
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The latter has a Robertsonian translocation that involved chromosome 2 and 8, which 
allows tracking of a paternal or maternal copy of chromosome 2 in the F1 mice.
Although such a CBA strain was not available, the C3H mouse strain is similarly 
sensitive to AML induction after radiation treatment, and chromosome 2 in this mouse 
model is hyper-radiosensitive as well.  Then, if the small or closed and large or open 
configuration of the chromatin that was observed in the interphase is due to the genomic 
imprinting, we should be able to determine its parental origin.  Thus, the expected result 
was to observe that the most active copy  of chromosome 2 would show an open 
conformation; therefore, a high proportion would be expected to be associated with the 
large domain.  Conversely, the transcription of the less active copy  of chromosome 2 
should be more silenced and have a closed or more condensed conformation of the 
chromatin.  In other words, a high proportion might be expected to be associated with 
small domains.  In addition, the high proportion of either small or large domain has to be 
present in either copy of chromosome 2, maternal or paternal, but not in both.
The question was whether the small or large domain conformation of the chromatin is 
influenced by the parental origin of chromosome 2 or whether it is a random event.
 The experimental data did not show evidence of any influence in the 
chromosomal domain conformation in relation to the genomic imprinting occurring in 
mouse chromosome 2.  No difference was seen for the maternal and paternal copies of 
chromosome 2 within interphase cells.  All chromosome 2 domains from C3H/HeNCrl 
showed breakpoint clusters distances and organization of the domains similar to the small 
domain in both maternal and paternal copies.
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Therefore, it  was concluded that the suggested preferential deletion of the large domain 
does not seem to be influenced by genomic imprinting.  However, one explanation 
discussed for the observed frequency  was that the fusion of chromosomes 2 and 8 in the 
Tirano mice might alter the imprinting pattern on the attached chromosome 2, and 
consequently, the whole organization within the nuclei.
 In summary, a clear difference in the chromatin organization in both chromosome 
2 homolog domains was observed in interphase cells; where the different distances of the 
breakpoint clusters is associated to the different organization of the homologs.  In 
addition, the description and classification of the chromosomal territories as small and 
large domain is a feature that could be used for future research.   The bimodal distribution 
of the distances showed closer distances of the breakpoint clusters within the small 
domain compared to the large domain suggesting the probability  to be consider as the 
region involved in the rearrangement that lead to the deletion.   The distance between the 
clusters is important because the only way an interstitial deletion can occur is by having a 
close proximity of the breakpoint clusters to allow for interaction between them.  A 
different conformation of the chromatin could explain the deletion in only one homolog 
but not in the other homolog; the utilization of the small and large domain could give 
some clues if the domains are analyzed short after irradiation to accurately determine 
whether there is any preferential deletion of small or large domain or not.  It remains to 
be seen whether analysis of the nuclear matrix and the matrix attachment region could be 
involved in the different conformation of the chromatin within both the small and large 
domain.
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The possibility  of a dynamic reorganization of the chromatin in radiation-induced AML 
samples is a question that remains to be answered.  The analysis of BM samples right 
after irradiation would either confirm or reject the observation that showed higher 
proportion of cells with the large domain deleted.
The complex interaction between the bone marrow and HSCs and the response to 
ionizing radiation is key to identifying the events leading to the development of AML.
Therefore, not only the effect of IR in the HSC (the target cell) but also in the 
microenvironment (non-target cells) surrounding the HSC are important in understanding 
the factors and players involved in the onset and establishment of the conditions needed 
to allow the potentially leukemic cells to appear.
David G. Maranon
Department of Environmental and 
Radiological Health Sciences
Colorado State University
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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1-Carcinogenic Effects of Ionizing Radiation in Human Populations
 Numerous reports during the first half of the 20th century repeatedly pointed to a 
strong association between ionizing radiation (IR) exposure and an increased incidence of 
various cancers(1).   Interestingly, these early reports related to observations in humans or 
human populations, rather than in surrogate animal systems.  Exposures largely  involved 
individuals who used x-ray machines or radioactivity in their occupations, or people who 
were exposed in connection with medical diagnosis or treatment.
After World War 2 and the dawn of the age of atomic energy, a large comprehensive 
epidemiological project was undertaken to study the relationship between radiation dose 
and the incidence of cancers in the survivors of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki in August of 1945(2,3).
Myeloid leukemia, especially  acute myeloid leukemia (AML), was one of the major 
cancers for which a striking dose-dependent increase was seen among the exposed 
survivors.  This cancer predominated in the earlier years of the study, with the increased 
incidence reaching a peak at around 5 to 7 years after the bombings.
While the total lifetime excess incidence of other cancers such as thyroid, breast, lung, 
and bone were eventually  seen to be greater than for these leukemias, AML still added a 
significant contribution to radiation induced cancers, and the disease occurs much earlier 
after exposure.
More recent combined epidemiological studies of cancer incidence among nuclear 
radiation workers from several countries including the USA, Canada, and several 
European countries have added a large population base and involved more individuals in 
the lower dose category, and these data largely agree with projections from the A-bomb 
survivor study, but truly adequate epidemiological data are not available that would 
resolve the issues of major concern regarding quantitative risks of low dose or low dose 
rate radiation exposure(4,5).
Further, it  seems unlikely that the enormous numbers of humans with precisely known 
doses will ever become available to directly settle the issues with adequate statistical 
resolution.
The alternative approach is to address problems that lead to a better understanding of the 
basic process involved.
Studies along these lines have aimed at understanding purely molecular processes and 
pathways, as well as cellular and tissue factors known to be associated at least indirectly 
with carcinogenesis.
However, clear connections between cellular and molecular effects likely to be involved 
in the actual carcinogenic process initiated by ionizing radiation is not yet available.
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1.2-Radiation-Induced AML in Mouse Models
 Mouse models of radiation leukemogenesis are perhaps the most relevant systems 
to date that may help satisfy the need to bridge molecular, chromosomal, cellular, and 
tissue factors leading to the development of AML.  These share some important features 
with human radiation-induced AML.  Use of these mouse model systems are aimed at 
identification of the role of some of the various steps in the processes leading to AML 
after irradiation and how they quantitatively  influence the eventual expression of the 
disease in humans as a function of radiation dose, dose-rate, and radiation quality.
 Brother-sister mating over many generations result in mouse strains that are 
homozygous at every genetic locus, and development of different strains that have 
different susceptibilities to radiation-induced cancers facilitate further genetic analyses of 
loci conferring or contributing to the various susceptibility  phenotypes.  The differences 
in susceptibilities among these strains can be vast, and are correspondingly important for 
dissecting the important genetically controlled processes involved.
The studies described in this dissertation involve the use and comparison of two mouse 
strains; CBA/Ca, and C57BL/6.  Both have a near-zero lifetime spontaneous incidence of 
AML.
The CBA/Ca strain shows a dose dependent increase in AML incidence where up to 20 to 
30% of these mice have been reported to develop  AML after x-or gamma-ray doses of 3 
Gy(6,7).  The C57BL/6 strain do not develop AML after any radiation dose, though they do 
develop some other tumors(8).
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Strains sharing a susceptibility to radiation induced AML include CBA/H, C3H(9), SJL(10), 
RFM(11), and BALB/c(12), while no radiation induced AML has been documented in 
C57BL/6, NON, NOD, A, AKR, or DBA/2 strains(13).
While a defect associated with the non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) of DNA double-
strand breaks has been identified in BALB/c mice(14,15) (a polymorphism in the Prkdc 
gene), no similar genetic defects in DNA repair systems have been reported for the other 
AML susceptible strains.  The BALB/c strain is also more sensitive to induction of breast 
cancer by  radiation(16,17), and is more radiosensitive with respect to radiation-induced 
hematopoietic death than many other strains, especially following low dose-rate 
irradiation(18).
With time after gamma-irradiation of CBA and C57BL/6 mice, Peng and co-workers in 
this laboratory  followed the frequency of bone marrow cells with a deletion of a region of 
chromosome 2 containing the PU.1 gene and in summary, found the following(19):
• 1) Although neither mouse strain develops AML spontaneously, without any 
radiation about 1% of bone marrow cells of both mouse strains show loss of the PU.
1 gene region, as measured by  loss of hybridization of a fluorescent labeled 237 kb 
BAC containing the gene.
• 2) At 24 hours after irradiation there was a dose-dependent increase in the 
frequency of cells with PU.1 loss and the induced loss per unit dose was about 
twice as high for CBA than C57BL/6 mice (about 4% induced after 3 Gy  gamma 
rays for CBA, and about 2% induced after the same dose for C57BL/6 mice).
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One month later, the frequency of cells with PU.1 loss after 3 Gy was 8% for CBA bone 
marrow, nearly double the value at 1 day, while for the 3 Gy irradiated C57BL/6 bone 
marrow the frequency had returned to background levels.  In the same communication, 
which involved a collaboration with Bouffler and his colleagues at Harwell in England 
the results of independent tracking of the frequency of cells with PU.1 loss showed a 
similar pattern, both for spontaneous levels and levels with time in the two strains after 
irradiation.
One possible explanation for these observations would be that there was a strong 
selection against the cells with radiation induced (but not spontaneous) PU.1 deletions in 
the C57BL/6 mice during the one month period of repopulation of the depleted bone 
marrow, but an actual growth advantage of the cells with radiation induced (but not 
spontaneous) PU.1 loss in the CBA mice.
 No remarkable differences in gross radiation sensitivity  measured by differences 
in LD50 or in cell killing between the CBA versus the C57BL/6 strains have been 
documented.  It is known, however, that a deletion of a region of mouse chromosome 2 
containing the PU.1 is a virtual requirement for development of AML(20-24), and the 
breakpoints surrounding the deletions cluster in two regions(25,26).  Further, evidence has 
been reported showing a differential chromosomal hypersensitivity  to radiation of mouse 
chromosome 2 relative to chromosomes 1 or 3 in the AML sensitive vs. the resistant 
mouse strains(13,27).
It is also known that in about 87% of tumors that eventually develop, a point mutation in 
the DNA binding domain of the protein is found in the other allele of PU.1.
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In some 86% of these the mutation altered a single CpG suggesting a deamination of dC 
as the origin of the mutation(28).  Mutation affecting the arginine 235 (Arg235) residue in 
the protein that  is usually involved in these cases is essential for DNA binding by the 
protein(29).
 Another interesting finding from the investigators at Harwell is the mapping of the 
breakpoints of the deletions in chromosome 2 in CBA mice.  Silver and Finnon and their 
colleagues have reported a non-random clustering of breakpoints located proximal and 
distal to the centromere surrounding the region containing the PU.1 gene(26,27).  The PU.1 
gene lies within a 1 Mbp region of chromosome 2 located at around 50 centiMorgan (cM) 
on the genetic map, or around 91 Mbp from the centromere.  The proximal breakpoint 
cluster lies within a 10 Mbp region between about 29 cM  and 39 cM on the genetic map, 
and the distal cluster within a 3 Mbp region at around 55 cM  on the genetic map.  The 
physical distance, in Mbp, between the breakpoint clusters ranges up to about 60 Mbp.
In view of the hypersensitivity  of chromosome 2 relative to chromosomes 1 and 3 in mice 
susceptible to radiation-induced AML, with no such differential sensitivity  for mouse 
strains that are not susceptible, and in light of the clustering  of the breakpoints around 
the PU.1 deletion on chromosome 2 observed for radiation induced AMLs, it was thought 
one possibility  to explain this would involve features of the interphase structure, 
geometry or organization of chromosome 2.  Further, this might differ in ways that could 
possibly account for the difference in sensitivity  of the different mouse strains to 
radiation induced AML.
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1.3-Features of the Nuclear Organization and Chromatin Structure that May
 Influence Radiation Response
 Chromosome organization within the nucleus as well as the chromatin structure 
and transcriptional activity are known to affect radiation-induced chromosomal 
rearrangements, including deletions, inversions and translocations.
With regard to transcriptional activity, for example, Barrios and colleagues, and 
Holmquist reported that radiation induced translocation breakpoints occur predominantly 
in G-light band regions(30,31), where labeled cDNA predominantly hybridizes(32), and 
Muhlmann-Diaz and colleagues showed both that the frequency of radiation induced 
translocations  between autosomes and supernumerary inactive X-chromosomes of cells 
from Klinefelter’s syndrome variants was much lower than that observed between 
autosomes and active X chromosomes(33).
She also found differences involving other chromosomes known to differ in transcriptional 
activity(34).  Regarding deletions, she found that an artificial mosquito chromosome 
consisting of an amplified plasmid containing a gene conferring resistance to 
hygromycin(35), and which was very active or potentially active as judged by its 
sensitivity to attack by  DNaseI, was 3-to 4-fold more sensitive to radiation induced 
interstitial deletions than the less active mosquito chromosomes(36,37).
 Finally, another example that was a key observation for the work described in this 
dissertation was made by Nikiforova and colleagues in connection with a radiation-
induced inversion that can bring the H4 and RET genes on human chromosome 10 into 
juxtaposition and can result in thyroid cancer(38).
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They found that the breakpoints involving H4 and RET were in much closer proximity to 
each other in the interphase nuclei of thyroid cells than expected based on their 30 Mb 
physical distance between them, and they did not see this close proximity  in breast 
epithelial cells.  The reason this may result  in a greater radiosensitivity  for the production 
of such an inversion stems from the fact that:
• 1) Two breaks within the chromosome are required to produce an inversion, an 
interstitial deletion or any exchange between or within a chromosome, and 
• 2) to the extent that the regions where breaks must occur are to produce the desired 
rearrangement are very close together, there is a much higher probability that both 
breaks can be produced by the same electron track (dose from x- or gamma-rays is 
delivered along electron tracks), and a correspondingly greater chance the 
rearrangement rather than a simple restitution of the two breaks, whereas if the 
break regions are much further apart it is more likely that the breaks will require 
breakage by two independent electron tracks, and more importantly  the greater 
distance decreases the chance that the breaks can interact and mis-rejoin to form the 
rearrangement, in this case the inversion.
Transcriptional activity(39-47) or gene expression is well known to be associated with 
nuclear architecture a chromatin positioning within the interphase nucleus.  An interesting 
example is provided by  human chromosomes 18 and 19.  Both chromosomes have almost 
the same amount of DNA, however, the gene-poor chromosome 18 is located toward the 
periphery and the gene-rich chromosome 19 is typically  located toward the nuclear 
interior(45).
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Folle 1998 showed that chromatin from G-light bands were more prone to radiation 
damage than heterochromatin. According to this study after treatment with different 
agents such as DNAse I, gamma-rays and restriction enzymes the distribution of 
breakpoints were preferentially  found in euchromatic region compared to heterochromatic 
region.  So, it seems reasonable that nuclear organization, will have an important 
influence on the frequency and location of the breakpoints of particular chromosomal 
rearrangements within the normal cell nucleus.
From the information outlined regarding the differences in susceptibility of different 
mouse strains to radiation-induced AML and factors pertaining to the involvement of 
chromosome 2 deletions, as well as our knowledge of how chromatin structure has 
actually been shown to affect radiation responses, the following general hypothesis was 
formulated.  Corollaries associated with the general hypothesis or proposition can be 
tested by four specific aims.
 “The architectural features of the interphase nuclei from mouse bone marrow 
cells show a unique chromatin organization that could contribute to the conditions 
needed to produce the deletions necessary (but not sufficient) for the development of 
radiation-induce AML in these AML-susceptible mouse models. Conversely the 
chromatin organization facilitating the necessary radiation induced deletions in 
chromosome 2 will be less favorable to the formation of the deletions in AML resistant 
mice and/or in tissues other than bone marrow.”
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 The approach to examining and testing aspects of the general hypothesis is, first, 
to determine whether the proximal and distal breakpoint regions surrounding the PU.1 
gene on chromosome 2 are closer together in bone marrow interphase nuclei in 
susceptible CBA/CaJ mice than in C57BL/6 mice and/or closer than expected in cells 
from other tissues.  
Preliminary  data already suggests that there is closer proximity in the domain of one 
chromosome 2 homolog in CBA/CaJ bone marrow cells than in the other, therefore:
1. The first aim is to measure interphase distances between the proximal and distal 
breakpoint cluster region probes within chromosome 2 of CBA/CaJ vs C57BL/6 bone 
marrow cells, and the distances in nuclei of fibroblast cells as well.
2. The second aim is to determine quantitatively  whether the different organization of 
both chromosome 2 domain in interphase cells can be demonstrated.  Previous 
observations showed a short distance between the breakpoint clusters in one domain 
but a larger distance within the other domain in the same cell.  Therefore, quantitative 
demonstration of a bimodal distribution of the distances will support the existence of 
a differential organization of the two homologs in interphase cell.  Initial experiments 
have shown closer proximity  of the breakpoint cluster region probes within the 
smaller chromosomal domain.  Considering preliminary result indicating a different 
size of chromosome 2 domains: it  was named: small domain to the domain presenting 
short distances of the markers and large domain to the domain presenting the large 
distances between the breakpoint cluster markers.
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3. The Third aim is to determine whether the PU.1 deletion, seen in virtually all AML 
cells in mice which have developed AML after irradiation, occurs predominantly in 
one of the chromosome 2 domain.   The initial experiments have shown to display 
closer proximity of the breakpoint cluster region probes (within the smaller 
chromosomal domain).
4. The fourth aim is to measure the chromosome 2 domain sizes and compare maternal 
versus paternal copies chromosome 2.  This would use an entirely  different mouse 
model, namely, F1 hybrid offspring of crosses between C3H/HeNCrl mice and a 
Tirano/EiJ sub-strain Rb(2.8)2Lub; which carries a Robertsonian translocation 
between chromosomes 2 and 8, to allow identification of maternal or paternal copies 
of chromosome 2 in the heterozygotes depending on the matings.   The idea behind 
this experiment is to detect whether the small and large domains are influenced by the 
genomic imprinted inherited in the maternal and paternal copy of chromosome 2.
 The experimental approaches for each of the above specific aims are outlined 
below with the following headings:
Chapter II (Comparison of distances between the breakpoint cluster regions associated 
with the radiation-induced deletions in chromosome 2 in interphase bone marrow cells 
from mice that are sensitive or resistant to radiation-induced AML);  Chapter III (The 
organization of mouse chromosome 2: Interphase cell domains); Chapter IV (Cytogenetic 
analysis of interphase cells from radiation-induced AML with loss of PU.1 through 3D-
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FISH); and finally, Chapter V (Genetic analysis of the genomic imprinting influence as 
possible explanation for the deletion of one copy of PU.1 after IR), with “sub-
hypotheses” stated within the narrower focus areas of the general hypothesis.  Further 
points involving particularly pertinent background material and rationale are also 
included regarding the experimental approach as parts of each chapter.
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COMPARISON OF DISTANCES BETWEEN THE BREAKPOINT CLUSTER 
REGIONS ASSOCIATED WITH RADIATION-INDUCED DELETIONS IN 
CHROMOSOME 2 WITHIN INTERPHASE BONE MARROW FROM MICE THAT 
ARE SENSITIVE OR RESISTANT TO RADIATION INDUCED AML.
INTRODUCTION
2.1-Radiation-induced AML: Molecular and Cytogenetic Features.
 Some strains of mice, such as CBA and C3H, are sensitive to the induction of acute 
myeloid leukemia (AML) by radiation while others, such as the C57BL/6 strain, do not 
show any measurable induction of AML by radiation(1-3).   The spontaneous incidence of 
AML is virtually zero for both strains.   Additional studies have identified a strong 
relationship  between the initial production of chromosome 2 deletions in bone marrow 
cells and the eventual appearance of AML(4-13).   Further, analysis of the breakpoints 
surrounding the deletion found in the AML cells always include a small “common deleted 
region (cdr)” or “minimally deleted region (mdr)” that is present whatever other regions
may also be deleted, and the breakpoints surrounding the deletions are not located 
randomly on either side of the mdr.   The deletion breakpoint locations have been mapped 
and found to occur in clusters; one, the proximal breakpoint cluster (pbc) is located on the 
centromere side of the mdr and the other, the distal breakpoint cluster (dbc) is beyond the 
mdr with respect to the centromere(14,15).
 A map  of chromosome 2 showing the location of the mdr and the breakpoint 
clusters is shown in figure 2.1, along with the fluorescent hybridization probes used in 
this study  to mark a region in the proximal, distal, and mdr region that were derived from 
bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) library that will be discuss further below.
 There are various genes within this minimally  deleted region, but a number of 
reports have focused on the loss of one of these, known as the PU.1 gene in humans, also 
known as the Sfpi-1 gene in mice(16).  The gene is essentially  the same in mice and 
humans, so we have used the human gene nomenclature in the present studies.  The vast 
majority  of cells involved in radiation induced AML in mice have experienced a large 
deletion involving PU.1, followed later by a point mutation in the other allele.   PU.1 
gene is thought to operate in the manner of a “tumor-suppressor-like” gene.  PU.1 codes 
for a transcription factor that has a key role in hematopoietic cell lineage development, 
including differentiation and self-renewal activities of HSCs and it is involved in the 
progression of myeloid and lymphoid progenitors to the differentiated state(16).
  This chapter addresses a question relating to the nature and relevance of the 
























































Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the chromosome 2 showing the location of breakpoint 
clusters and the minimal deleted region.  BACs selected at 30 Mb from PU.1 distal and 
proximal within each cluster.
The potential relevance stems from a report by Nikiforova and colleagues in connection 
with radiation induced thyroid cancer initiated from an inversion on human chromosome 
10 that results in the fusion of the H4 and RET genes located 30 Mb apart on this 
chromosome(17).
 Using fluorescent labeled hybridization probes to identify  their location, they 
reported a high proportion of interphase normal human thyroid cells had a much closer 
proximity between H4 and RET genes on chromosome 10 than would be expected based 
on their 30 Mb separation.  This close proximity was seen in some 35% of normal human 
thyroid cells, in 21% of peripheral blood lymphocytes, but in only 6% of normal 
mammary epithelial cells.
The suggestion from this finding is that when two breakpoints involved in a particular 
radiation induced chromosomal rearrangement are very close together, the probability 
that a radiation dose will produce two independent breaks and that the two broken ends 
will mis-rejoin to form an inter-or intra-change will be much greater than if the two 
breakpoints are far apart.    While the chromosome rearrangement involved in the PU.1 
loss associated with AML is an interstitial deletion, but not an inversion, which is the 
alternate outcome of an exchange process that is essentially the same.
The only  difference is whether mis-rejoining due to interaction of two nearby 
chromosome breaks is symmetrical or asymmetrical.  In the first  case the result is an 
inversion and in the second, an interstitial deletion.  The latter is the process underlying 
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Figure 2.2: hypothetical outcome after mis-rejoin due to the interaction of two nearby 
chromosome breaks.  Results of this mis-rejoin could be an inversion (symmetrical interaction) 
or an interstitial deletion (asymmetrical interaction).  In terms of this study, the location of the 
breakpoints and the result of DNA repair mechanism was key for the determination of the work 
hypothesis.
 This is certainly not the only example of a non-random arrangement of genes and 
chromosomes or chromosome segments within the cell nucleus.
The architecture and organization of the chromatin in the nucleus is tissue-specific and is 
closely related to the transcriptional activity of genes that may be functioning to different 
extents or not at all depending on the tissue context of the cell (see for example, reviews 
and reports of T. Cremer and co-workers and others(18-24).
In other words, the set of genes that are actively transcribed in one cell type in one tissue 
are different from those needed in another cell in another tissue, location of these genes 
within the nucleus differs accordingly.
  Beyond the importance of the nuclear location of breakpoints involved in radiation 
induced chromosomal aberrations, the structure of chromatin itself, with respect to 
transcriptional activity or potential activity, is well known to be an important factor 
influencing breakpoint locations, such that radiation induced exchanges and deletions 
occur far more frequently in transcriptionally active or potentially  active chromatin than 
in inactive chromatin or regions of chromosomes(25-29).
 With the above considerations in mind the first  aim of this project was to determine 
whether a difference in nuclear localization of the proximal and distal breakpoint cluster 
regions may  differ in interphase bone marrow cells between the radiation induced AML-
susceptible CBA/CaJ and the AML-resistant C57BL/6 mouse, and whether there may be 
a tissue dependence of any such difference.




Thus, the following hypotheses formed the basis of this first project:
H1a: The proximal and distal breakpoint clusters leading to the initial deletion of the 
PU.1 gene on chromosome 2 are in closer proximity in the hematopoietic interphase 
nuclei of the AML-susceptible CBA/CaJ mice than in the AML-resistant C57BL/6J 
mice.
A second corollary hypothesis was 
H1b: The proximal and distal breakpoint clusters regions are tissue-dependent; so, 
they are in closer proximity within the CBA/CaJ interphase nuclei of hematopoietic 
cells compared with fibroblasts from CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J mice.
2.3-Specific Aims
 Specific Aim 1: The first aim was to measure the physical projected distances 
between labeled chromosome 2 BAC-probes used as markers of the “proximal 
breakpoint cluster” (pbc) and “distal breakpoint cluster” (dbc) in interphase bone 
marrow cells from CBA/CaJ (AML-susceptible) and C57BL/6J (AML-resistant).
 Specific Aim 2: perform the same measurements in mouse fibroblast 
interphase cells to compare differences between different cell types showing 
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distinct arrangement of the interphase nuclei architecture in both CBA/CaJ and 
C57BL/6J mouse strains.
The comparison was made following the same procedure applied by  Nikiforova et al. in 
studies of H4/RET inversions in chromosome 10 in human thyroid cells.
The distribution of distances measured between the markers were used to show difference 
in the proximity of breakpoint  cluster regions, which presumably  would reflect 
differences in chromatin organization between the CBA/CaJ (AML-susceptible) and 
C57BL/6J (AML resistant) mice and within different cell types.
2.4-Experimental Approach
 The first aim was to measure the physical distances between labeled chromosome 2 
BAC probes used as markers lying within the proximal breakpoint cluster (pbc) and distal 
breakpoint cluster (dbc) described above.  These two markers were selected to be near the 
mid-point of the pbc and dbc respectively  and the selection resulted in the Mb distances 
between them to be approximately 60 Mb and both at approximately 30 Mb distance 
from the PU.1 gene.
The physical shortest 3D distances between the probes were measured in interphase 
nuclei obtained from the cells of CBA/CaJ or C57BL/6 mice.
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The comparison was made following the same general procedure used by Nikiforova and 
co-workers(17) for studies of H4/RET inversions in chromosome 10 in human thyroid 
cells but the microscopy and image reconstruction analysis was technically different as 
described below.   The distributions of distances measured between the markers were 
used to determine whether any differences were apparent in the proximity of breakpoint 
cluster regions, in different proportion of cells which presumably would reflect 
differences in chromatin organization between the CBA/CaJ (AML-susceptible) and 
C57BL/6J (AML resistant) mice.
By chance, the distance may be very close or very far, in occasional cells, but follow a 
distribution of “expected” distances among cells based on the physical base-pairs 
separation along the DNA that tethers the probes together, as described by Nikiforova and 
co-workers(17).   The distances of the two markers were also measured in mouse fibroblast 
interphase cells to compare differences between different  cell types that may show 




All CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J mice used in these experiments were obtained from Jackson 
laboratory along with the NASA-supported NSCOR Leukemogenesis studies carried out 
in this department during the past five years.
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Animals were approximately two months of age when they arrived and these were used 
to obtain bone marrow and fibroblast cells.
 2.5.2-Cells
Whole bone marrow (BM): The femurs were obtained from the mice and the bone 
marrow was flushed out with a syringe and a 30-gauge needle. The collected bone 
marrow in PBS is then centrifuged at 1,000 rpm and resuspended in 8 ml of KCl 7.5 mM 
and 1.5 ml trypsin-EDTA. The addition of trypsin dissolved the connective tissue 
characteristic from the bone marrow tissue.  After incubation at 37C the sample is filtered 
through cell strainer mesh of 40 um allowing to obtain a single cell suspension 
preparation.
The cell suspension is then fixed with methanol: acetic acid glacial (3:1).  After dropping 
the cell suspension onto the slides it was air-dried and aged for at least 3 days.
Hematopoietic Precursors: After bone marrow extraction a separation of stem cells was 
carried out according to instructions specified by Miltenyi Biotec (Bergisch Gladbach, 
Germany) which uses a magnetic bead approach to enrich the cell populations for the 
stem cells.  The procedure involve a two-selection steps.  The first step is the lineage 
positive depletion (Lineage Cell Depletion Kit No. 130-090-858) consist in the selection 
of all the differentiated cell sub-populations present in this tissue, such as T cells, B cells, 
monocytes/macrophages, granulocytes and erythrocytes and their committed precursors 
from bone marrow of adult mice.
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This step  allows a pre-enrichment of stem cells and progenitor cells from the bone 
marrow.  The second selection step is the positive selection of CD117 (c-Kit) cells 
(CD117 MicroBeads No. 130-091-224) to obtain the HSC.  CD117 also known as c-Kit 
or Stem Cell Factor Receptor (SCF-R) is a cell surface protein that is expressed on 
hematopoietic stem cells.  Thus, this positive selection through magnetic beads allowed 
the isolation of HSC from bone marrow.  After obtaining the hematopoietic stem cells the 
fixation procedure was the same applied for whole bone marrow cells.
Fibroblasts: Punch biopsies from ears from each individual mouse were disaggregated 
into small pieces and cultured in RPMI containing 12% fetal bovine serum.  After 4 days 
of culture the fibroblasts attached to the culture surface started migrating away from the 
pieces of tissue and growing, spreading out to occupy the petri dish.  Fibroblasts were 
grown until the cultures became confluent.  Cells were then resuspended by trypsin 
treatment, harvested and fixed following the procedure previously described. After drops 
of the cell suspensions were placed on slides and air dried they were aged at room 
temperature for 3 days before the fluorescence in situ hybridization procedures.
 2.5.3- Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes Clones 
The Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes (BAC) clones were selected and ordered from the 
BACPAC resources center http://bacpac.chori.org/ at Children's Hospital Oakland 
Research Institute in Oakland, California.
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The cloned bacterial cultures separately containing the five BAC clones were grown and 
the DNA was isolated and purified using alkaline lysis and according to instructions 
accompanying the QIAGEN filter Plasmid Maxi kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) used.
Then the different BAC-DNA were labeled using a Nick Translation Kit (Roche Applied 
Science, Indianapolis, IN) to incorporate nucleotides that were directly labeled with the 
fluorochromes.
 The first BAC-probe RP23-90A5 located in the Proximal Breakpoint  Cluster (pbc) 
at position 59,986,798 and was labeled with Spectrum Green (Abbott, Abbott  Park, IL). 
The second BAC-probe RP23-263H8, which contains the Sfpi-1 or PU.1 gene at position 
90,746,826 was labeled with DEAC (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA).
Finally, the third BAC-probe RP23-409P4 that map  at position 121,634,354, is located 
within the Distal Breakpoint Cluster (dbc) on chromosome 2 labeled with Spectrum red 
(Abbott).
 An additional probe was a whole chromosome 2 paint and was incorporated in the 
experiments in order to allow visualization of each chromosome 2 within the interphase 
nucleus of the different cell types.   This whole chromosome 2 paint was biotin-labeled 
(Star-FISH®, Cambio, Cambridge, UK) and was visualized with Streptavidin-Alexa-647 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
All BAC clone names used as probes, the chromosome 2 (physical map) binding 
locations and fluorescent labels used are summarized in table 2.1 below.
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Table 2.1: This table is showing BAC’s name, fluorochromes used for labeling and physical 
location within mouse chromosome 2
BAC’s name Label Location on Chr2 (bp) Notes
RP23-90A5 S. Green 59,986,798 - 60,169,730 Proximal Breakpoint 
Cluster
RP23-20F9 DEAC 90,746,826 - 90,944,303 PU.1 Gene
RP23-34E24 S. Red 121,634,354 - 121,866,690 Distal Breakpoint Cluster
Chr2 painting Alexa-647 0-180,000,000 Whole chr2 Territories
 2.5.4-Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization 
0.5 ul of labeled BAC-probes were applied at a concentration of about  1 ng/ul to the 
slides.  The slides were cover-slipped and sealed with rubber cement.   Co-denaturation 
of probes and target DNA occurred at 80°C in hybridization mix (proprietary  solution 
designed to optimize hybridization of multiple probes) for 5 minutes followed by 
incubation at 37°C overnight.   The coverslips were removed and the slides washed in 
50% formamide/2X SSC at 43.5°C for 5 minutes followed by 3 washes in 2X SSC at 
43.5°C for 5 minutes to remove any  mismatched probe.   The slides were counterstained 
with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dihydrochloride) in Anti-Fade Prolong Gold 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), coverslipped, and sealed.
 2.5.5-Microscopy
The slides were examined using a Nikon Eclipse 600 epi-fluorescent microscope and 
scored for probe number and probe order. 3D-deconvolution, reconstruction and 
measurements were performed using a combination of softwares such as ImageJ 
Software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/index.html - NIH), Autoquant sotfware (Media 
Cybernetics, inc; Bethesda, MD) and Metamorph (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).
The procedure involved acquisition of 26 image plate stacks of 0.2 um per plane in 5 
different wavelength channels.   After the acquisition of the stacks a 3D-deconvolution 
procedure was carried out to be able to make the 3-Dimensional reconstruction and 
measurements of the absolute physical distances between the BAC-probes in the 
reconstructed space of every interphase cell.
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 2.5.6-Determination of clusters proximity
Criterion of proximity: A cutoff distance for measurement of proximity was chosen at 0.2 
um similar to the criteria used by Nikiforova, as described above.
By considering that  a closer distance between the potential breakpoints will bias the 
likelihood to produce an illegitimate rejoining of the broken ends generated after ionizing 
radiation exposure, we considered that a proximity of 0.2 um will be the cutoff distance. 
The image acquisition was carried out with 0.2 um distance between z-stack image planes 
and X=Y= 0.065 um/pixel.
2.6-Results
 2.6.1-Measurements of Distances
 The acquisition of 26 stacks of every individual channel for each assayed cells gave 
us the possibility  of visualizing the 3-dimensional organization by the reconstruction of 
the positional information of each probe.  The dimensional parameters used for the 
acquisition and reconstruction were define as X=Y=0.0645 um/pixel and Z=0.2 um/pixel.
Thus, we performed the measurements using absolute values of the two main markers 
pbc (in green) and dbc (in red) in micrometers taking into account that all the cells were 
scored only  if they showed the two clusters, PU.1 and the chromosome paint territories as 












3D (after deconvolution and reconstruction)     B
Figure 2.3: HSC cell from CBA showing Chr2 paints and 3 markers.  A- 2D before and 
B- 3D after deconvolution. (Deconvoluted markers and measurements).
Therefore, the inter-marker distances gave us an idea of the distances between the 
clusters within each interphase cell measured.
 2.6.2-Breakpoint Cluster Distances Measurements in Fibroblasts: CBA/CaJ vs 
  C57BL/6J Mouse Strains
 Measurements were made in low passage cultured fibroblasts obtained from each 
mouse strain.  By considering the fact this cell type is different from those that belong to 
the hematopoietic compartment.   This set was taken as a negative control for which the 
expectation would be to find no preponderance of cells having close proximity between 
the two clusters.   For the overall gross comparison between fibroblasts from CBA/CaJ 
and C57BL/6J mice, Distance measurements for cells from each mouse strain were 
measured and pooled without regard for any differences within individual cells.  This 
later topic will be discussed at length in chapter 3.
 The data were grouped to plot histograms of the proportions of measurements 
falling within distance ranges and the result for fibroblasts is shown in figure 2.4 and 
table 2.2. This plot shows a general shift  toward the right (the larger distances) of the 
histogram for C57BL/6 making it appear that the distances in C57BL/6J fibroblasts are 
greater.
Due to this difference in the distribution of the distances in the two strains the average 























































Figure 2.4: Histogram showing pbc-dbc distances distribution obtained from interphase 
fibroblasts.  Comparison between CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6 mouse strains.
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(Percent)














1 1.7 0 0.0
3 5.0 1 2.0
3 5.0 6 12.0
6 10.0 2 4.0
5 8.3 5 10.0
10 16.7 3 6.0
6 10.0 8 16.0
10 16.7 3 6.0
5 8.3 6 12.0
3 5.0 3 6.0
6 10.0 2 4.0
1 1.7 4 8.0
1 1.7 7 14.0
60 100.0 50 100.0
Table 2.2: Pbc-dbc distances distribution obtained from interphase fibroblasts.  Frequency and 
percentage of measurements fitting in different distance ranges.  Comparison between CBA/CaJ 
and C57BL/6 mouse strains.
Thus, the measurement values for the distances between the markers (pbc-to-dbc) for 
CBA/CaJ gave an average of [HCBA/CaJ] equal to 2.55 um and the value for C57BL/6 
[HC57BL/6] was equal to 3.09 um.
 The validity of standard statistical tests was uncertain, however, because the 
distance frequency histograms did not appear to be normally distributed.
As will be discussed in chapter 3, the distributions appear to be bimodal, and the 
arguments and evidence supporting this will be presented there.
 2.6.3-Breakpoint Cluster Distances Measurements in Bone Marrow: CBA/CaJ vs 
  C57BL/6J Mouse Strains
The next measurements were performed in cells obtained from whole bone marrow 
(BM).
 The distribution of distances measured in cells from BM showed a shift in the 
average distances such that the distances were closer on average when compared with 
fibroblasts.   The distributions for bone marrow for the different mouse strains showed a 
similar distribution shape, and the mean values were very  similar, even though, in 
C57BL/6 cells, the peak of the distribution was shifted one distance interval to the right 
toward larger distances between the clusters as shown in figure 2.5 and table 2.3.





















































Figure 2.5: Histogram showing distances from pbc to dbc distribution from interphase BM cells.
Comparison between CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6 mouse strains.
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(Percent)














2 3.8 3 4.3
10 19.2 7 10.0
12 23.1 13 18.6
8 15.4 15 21.4
5 9.6 9 12.9
5 9.6 9 12.9
2 3.8 4 5.7
1 1.9 3 4.3
2 3.8 2 2.9
2 3.8 2 2.9
0 0.0 0 0.0
1 1.9 1 1.4
2 3.8 2 2.9
52 100.0 70 100.0
Table 2.3: pbc-dbc distances distribution obtained from whole bone marrow (BM) cells.  
Frequency and percentage of measurements fitting in the different distance ranges.  
Comparison between CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6 mouse strains.
 On the other hand, the peak for C57BL/6 is shifted to the range 1.2-1.59 um with 
21% of the measurements.
 Then, the average value for the group [H] in CBA/CaJ bone marrow cells was 
[H]CBA/CaJ(BM)= 1.74 um and assuming a normal distribution the standard deviation 
was 1.59 um.
The average value for C57BL/6 was [H]C57BL/6(BM)= 1.79 um; standard deviation 1.28 
um.
The distribution of distances between pbc-dbc within bone marrow cells are evidently 
showing more cells with distances in closer proximity compared with fibroblasts.
Thus, 71% of the measurements in BM from CBA/CaJ and 66% of measurements from 
C57BL/6 mice showed distances values < 2 um.
These frequencies (values < 2 um) were 28% and 30%, respectively, for fibroblasts from 
the same strains.
 2.6.4-Breakpoint Cluster Distances Measurements in Hematopoietic Stem Cells 
  (CD117 positive cells): CBA/CaJ vs C57BL/6J Mouse Strains
 The comparison of the measurement distributions between CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6 
hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) were similar to the results for nucleated bone marrow 
cells.
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 In both mouse strains there were two peaks: one that represents the most frequent 
distances measured within the range from 0.8 to 1.19 um with ~32% and ~29% of the 
measurements for CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6 respectively (figure 2.6 and table 2.4).
The statistical values for CBA/CaJ in HSC was group average HCBA/CaJ(HSC)= 1.53 um 
and a standard deviation of 1.23 um, again assuming a normal distribution.
For C57BL/6 the average distance frequency  was HC57BL/6(HSC)= 1.77 um and standard 
deviation of 1.34 um.   The distribution showed that 79% of the measurements in CBA/
CaJ HSC had distances that were less than 2 um.
In C57BL/6 HSC there were 69% of measurements showed values that were less than 2 
um.
The remaining 21% of measurements for CBA/CaJ and 31% for C57BL/6 showed 
distances more than 2 um.  Finally, there were 7% of measurements in CBA/CaJ and 2% 
in C57BL/6 that were less than 0.39 um.
2.7-Discussion
The breakpoint clusters within mouse chromosome 2 are classified as areas in which a 
high frequency of breaks associated with the deletions are located.   However, we do not 
know whether these sites on both homologs have the same so-called hot-spots or high 





















































Figure 2.6: Histogram showing distances pbc-dbc distribution from hematopoietic stem cells 
(HSCs).   Comparison between CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6 mouse strains.
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[H]          
(Percent)














3 7 1 2
6 14 6 14
14 32 12 29
7 16 5 12
5 11 5 12
4 9 5 12
0 0 2 5
2 5 1 2
0 0 0 0
1 2 2 5
0 0 2 5
0 0 0 0
2 5 1 2
44 100 42 100
Table 2.4: pbc-dbc distances distribution obtained from hematopoietic precursor (HSC).  
Frequency and percentage of measurements fitting in the different distance ranges.  
Comparison between CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6 mouse strains.
The global distances from pbc to dbc in CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6 showed essentially the 
same distribution with no significant differences between these mouse strains for any of 
the cell types.  However, there was a significant  difference when comparing distances 
between the clusters within different cell types, especially  for fibroblasts as opposed to 
whole bone marrow or hematopoietic stem cells.
The proportion of HSCs and bone marrow cells that showed a close (less than 1.79 um) 
proximity of the markers in interphase was about 70% leaving the corresponding 30% of 
cells showing distances greater than 2 um.  In contrast, fibroblasts showed exactly the 
opposite proportion.   Therefore, only 30% of the total measurement in both mouse 
strains showed distances values that were less than 1.79 um.   Meanwhile, the other 70% 
showed distances greater than 2 um suggesting a priory  that there is a low probability  for 
two potential double strand breaks within these regions to interact based in the initial 
distance greater or equal to 2 um (figure 2.7).
 Hypothetically, the interaction of DNA broken-ends generated by  ionizing radiation 
are less likely to rejoin illegitimately  to form exchanges or large interstitial deletions and 
more likely to properly rejoin with the correct broken-end if they are further apart.
On the other hand, despite the closer distance of the markers within HSCs and BM  cells it 
was not found, in any of the mouse strains, a high frequency of cells with distances where 
the clusters were in very close proximity, such as reported for RET and H4 loci in thyroid 
cells by Nikiforova and co-workers where there was high frequency of cells with distance 
values less than 0.2 um.  Figure 2.8 shows distribution of distances for values less than 





































Cell Type and mouse strain
pbc-dbc distances ≤1.79 μm) pbc-dbc distances ≥2 μm)
Figure 2.7: Histogram showing percentage of measurements that falls into values ≤ 1.79 µm and 






























CBA/CaJ (FIB) CBA/CaJ (BM) CBA/CaJ (HSC)
Figure 2.8: Pbc-dbc distances distribution obtained from fibroblasts, bone marrow, and 
hematopoietic precursor cells.  Percentage of measurements fitting within distance ranges <0.61 































C57BL/6 (FIB) C57BL/6 (BM) C57BL/6 (HSC)
 In order to compare results from both, we have to consider that in Nikiforova’s 
approach they  were concerned with actual breakpoints and not breakpoint clusters as in 
the hypothesis we tested.
Specifically, the breakpoint in H4 (~118 Kb) gene is within intron 1 (which size is ~53 
Kb) and the other breakpoint at RET (~53 Kb) gene is within intron 11 (which size is 
~1,800 bp) both in human chromosome 10 and separated by  a distance of approximately 
30 Mbp.
 In the situation tested here, the breakpoints are clusters of different sizes where the 
proximal covers a region of 10 Mb and the distal covers a region of 3Mb.
Additionally, the outcome after irradiation exposure is a deletion (the counterpart of an 
inversion) after exposure to IR.
The main problem is represented by  the large size of the clusters that make it impossible 
to choose a unique pair of markers that will potentially  be involved in the rearrangement 
after the treatment of mice with IR (figure 2.9).
In fact, since all the breakpoints do not occur within well defined regions of a few 10’s of 
kilobases, the approach here would reveal a generally closer than expected proximity 
only if all the regions within the clusters were generally nearer each other in the nucleus 
rather than randomly distributed.
 Technically, a set of multiple markers may be needed to be able to cover the whole 
region of both clusters.  However, it is unknown if there is some particular preference for 
a specific section of the clusters region (clusters within the clusters) to be involved in the 




Breakpoints = Two large Clusters
PBC ~10Mb in length 








Figure 2.9: Comparison of approaches: Nikiforova’s approach (top) and our approach (bottom) 
for detection of breakpoint clusters.
RET less than 2,000bp 
in length 












Breakpoints = Two Small Region
Nevertheless, the determination of the clusters, characterized by Silver(14) (1999) and 
Finnon(15) (2002) are not extensive enough to resolve any sub-structure within the general 
areas of the two breakpoint clusters so the implication would be that unless it is shown 
otherwise the simplest conclusions based on available data (Occam’s Razor) would be 
that all the regions in both clusters have a similar likelihood of being involved in the 
rearrangement on chromosome 2.
It would not seem reasonable to expect that breakpoints for exchanges and deletions must 
only be located at distances less than 0.2 um in within blood cells, especially since the 
breakpoint clusters themselves are fairly large.
One might suspect that their sizes would themselves be appreciably larger than 0.2 um. 
May distances not be so short (>0.2 um) but close enough (>1.79 um) to allow the 
broken-ends to interact? Could this evidence show that there is a predisposition for this 
rearrangement to occur even if the distances are not just  less than 0.2 um but less than 2 
um?   Would it not seem reasonable to suggest that  there is no sharp  cutoff for interaction 
distances but that the probability just decreases with distance between the breaks?
 As shown in Kozubek(30) et al. 1997, the measurements of distances between BCR 
and ABL genes within lymphocyte interphase cells showed a very close proximity 
(between 0.2-0.3 um) but only in a small proportion about 8% of the cell population 
(perhaps the target cells) which might be responsible for the development of chronic 
myeloid leukemia. The same result  was obtained for the pair c-MYC and IgH, which is 
one of the three possible rearrangements between c-MYC and an immunoglobulin locus 
that can lead to Burkitt’s lymphoma.
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In contrast, the different aberrations could happen within cells in different stages of 
differentiation or even fully differentiated cells; however, this should not be enough to 
initiate the disease due to the lack of self-renewal capability of these committed cells in 
the differentiation pathway.
Therefore, the mutation in these cells may disappear with the death of the cells after they 
reach the final stage of differentiation or even after they become apoptotic after the 
treatment.
So far, it  is unknown which cell population is more sensitive to IR in bone marrow of 
these mouse strain, and how much, if there is a difference.
However, there is evidence supporting the idea that  HSC are more resistant to IR in 
general(31-35); therefore, this sub-population seems likely to be the target population of 
interest in terms of initiation of the disease.
Thus, the undifferentiated state of HSC along with the self-renewal capabilities that are 
features of all stem cells makes it the candidate cells to suffer and carry the mutations 
before or even during the clonal expansion leading to the development of AML.
 In retrospect, the shorter distances between pbc’s and dbc’s of blood cells in 
comparison with fibroblasts may suggest a predisposition for this deletion to occur; 
however, we do not know what the frequency should be and how short the distance 
should be considering the sizes of the clusters.
 Further, the average distance measurements made above certainly  cannot account 
for the different radiosensitivity for AML induction in CBA/CaJ vs C57BL/6J mice.
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However, it still seems reasonable to suppose that the closer the potential breakpoints are 
the more likely they are to interact with each other after the broken-ends are formed.
 I have explored the possibility that there is a different domain organization between 
the  chromosome 2 homologs and that this could have some influence predisposing to the 
characteristic deletion of one of the homologs.
This predisposition might be increased in cells that present closer distances of the 
breakpoint clusters as showed for HSC.
Nevertheless, there must be more factors influencing the genetic susceptibility  to AML, 
since the closer distances are present in both AML-sensitive and AML-resistant mouse 
strain.
Factors such as apoptosis rate after irradiation, gene expression profile changes after 
irradiation, and methylation pattern after irradiation among others that may better explain 
the very large difference in radiation susceptibility to AML between CBA/CaJ and 
C57BL/6J mouse strains.
2.8-Conclusions:
In contrast to the situation reported for papillary  thyroid cancer in humans in which a 
chromosome 10 inversion places H4 and RET in close proximity, there is not a precise 
location of the breakpoints involved in deletion of the PU.1 gene in mice leading to 
AML.
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 Instead the breakpoints are located in clusters where the preponderance of breaks 
are found.  Therefore, unless the entire cluster regions are in general closer than expected 
location, it represents a problem for the selection of the markers that best represented the 
breakpoint clusters, and for the same reason it is difficult to determine the minimal 
proximity of those markers.
In fact, I did not find differences between the proximity  of the two regions represented 
for the selected markers compared in both mouse strains CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6.
The distribution of the distances showed similarities between the same cell types from 
both mouse strains: fibroblasts (CBA/CaJ); CBA/CaJ (BM) and C57BL/6J (BM); and 
CBA/CaJ (HSC) and C57BL/6J (HSC).
However, we did observe a shift in the distance distributions toward the closer distances 
in HSCs and BM compared with fibroblasts in both mouse strains.
In summary, there is a tissue-dependent distance distribution of the clusters.  In other 
words, the average distance of the clusters in fibroblasts (2.55 um for CBA/CaJ and 3.09 
um for C57BL/6) were larger than the distance in blood cells (1.74 um in BM and 1.53 
um in HSC for CBA/CaJ; and 1.79 um in BM and 1.77 um in HSC for C57BL/6).
This tissue dependency is in concordance with the concept of tissue predisposition to 
certain kind of cancers where blood cells showed characteristics that could lead to AML 
but not present  in fibroblasts.   Perhaps, the difference would be that PU.1 loss would 
have no effect on fibroblasts.
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CHAPTER III




 In the previous chapter, I reported results where I measured and compared 
interphase distances between the proximal (pbc) and distal breakpoint clusters (dbc) 
surrounding the radiation induced PU.1 gene deletions associated with AML development 
on mouse chromosome 2 in cells from the bone marrow as well as fibroblasts from CBA 
and C57BL/6 mice.
The purpose was to test the hypothesis that much closer distances in the location of these 
regions of chromosome 2 in normal bone marrow from CBA vs C57BL/6 mice might 
explain or partly account for the radiation susceptibility of CBA mice to AML relative to 
C57BL/6 mice.
The measurements did not show any such systematic differences in these distances, nor 
were there any differences between mouse strains for distances measured in fibroblasts. 
However, an interesting observation that  arose from the measurements was that the mean 
distances between the pbc and dbc were apparently not  random but there appeared to be a 
systematic difference in the interphase distances of the two homologs of chromosome 2.
 Examination of organization of chromatin in interphase nuclei has been made 
possible by  whole chromosome painting(1,2).  Chromosome painting has had an important 
role in the development of the concept of “chromosomal territories” (Cremer, T: Nat Rev 
Genet. 2001 Apr;2(4):292-301)(3), because they allow direct visualization of these 
chromosomal territories and show the boundaries and position of the chromosomal 
domains in the interphase nuclei.
The conformation and the position of the domains are not random and their organization 
is partly  determined depending on the gene-content of the chromosome(4).  As a clear 
example, those chromosomes that are gene-rich are located more towards the center of 
the cell nuclei while, the gene-poor chromosomes are located towards the periphery  of 
the nuclei(5).   Another observation related to the genetic activity of the chromosome has 
been demonstrated in relation to the X-chromosome in mammals.
In mammalian females there is an inactivation of one of the X-chromosomes inherited 
from the parents.   This inactivation leads to a high degree of silencing of  expression of 
only one of the X-homologs(6,7).  The visualization of the X-active (Xa) chromosome 
domain and the inactive (Xi) through chromosome painting showed a quite different 
“organization” in human interphase cells(3,6-9).
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Xa territories or domains are described as “open chromatin” and the geometry of the 
BAC markers showed a disperse organization.   In contrast, the inactive Xi territories or 
domains are more compact and the organization of BACs markers showed closer 
proximities between them compared to Xa territories(3,9), as would be expected from the 
original observation of the “Barr Bodies”(10) and the association with lack of X-linked 
gene expression in one X homolog in females by Lyon as mentioned above(6).
 The previous observation described in chapter 2 of the domains revealed by FISH 
with BAC probes and chromosome domain paints of mouse chromosome 2 in interphase 
cells that recalls the appearance of Xa and Xi described above.   Both the BACs markers 
organization within each chromosome territory as well as the chromosome painting, 
which delineated the actual borders of the territories, appears to have a different 
organization similar to Xa territories and Xi territories.
Thus, the nuclear architecture is highly influenced by the organization of the active and 
potentially active chromatin and the inactive heterochromatin.
Several authors have reported evidence for the dependence of sensitivity to ionizing 
radiation on the transcriptional activity and structural status of chromatin in the 
nucleus(11-16).   Barrios(11), as well as Holmquist(12) and later Folle(17) 1998 showed that the 
preponderance of radiation induced exchange breakpoints occurred in chromatin from G-
light band regions which are rich in transcriptional activity(18) relative to the less frequent 
occurrence of breakpoints in G-dark band heterochromatin.
According to the study of Folle, after treatment with different agents such as DNAse I, 
gamma-rays and restriction enzymes the distribution of breakpoints were preferentially 
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found in euchromatic region compared to heterochromatic region.
 Within the same line of research in 2001 Martinez-Lopez published(19) interesting 
results showing the localization of breakpoints in chromatin with hyper-acetylated 
histone H4, that represents active chromatin as opposed to the more compact chromatin 
containing hypo-acetylated histone H4 that occurs predominantly in the inactive 
heterochromatin.
 In addition, in cells from patients with Klinefelter’s syndrome, radiation induced 
exchanges between autosomes and the inactive supernumerary X-chromosomes occur 
very rarely, if at all, whereas expected numbers of such exchanges occur involving the 
active X chromosome as reported by Muhlmann-Diaz & Bedford(15).
There is also evidence that asymmetric intrachanges leading to interstitial deletions occur 
more frequently in highly transcriptionally active artificial chromosomes(13).
The question that these studies suggests is whether a preferential distribution of 
breakpoints play any role in the fact that the deletion in mouse chromosome 2 occurs 
more frequently in one of the homologs?
 The spatial arrangement of genes and chromosomes within the nucleus is 
nonrandom and this generates a pattern.   Therefore, the architecture and organization of 
the chromatin in the nucleus is tissue-specific and determine what set of genes will be 
sharing some positions in the nucleus to become actively transcribed or actively silenced.
Thus, this organization could also affect the probability that certain radiation induced 
deletions or exchanges would be more or less likely to be produced.
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In other words, since the set of genes that  are actively transcribed in, for instance, an 
epithelial cell are different than those needed in a blood cell, then the genes that are active 
in the one cell type could be inactive in the other affecting the interphase architecture and 
organization providing unique tissue-specific features; so while the average frequency of 
all aberrations may be the same or close to the same for two cell types the particular 
yield of certain specific aberrations might be very different.
 As already mentioned in experiments of the previous chapter (chapter 2), we 
measured the physical distances between the two breakpoint clusters in interphase cells 
and it became immediately  apparent that in all the cells, one chromosome 2 domain was 
considerably smaller than the other and the distances between the markers were smaller 
in one domain than the other.
The basic observation of a different organization of mouse chromosome 2 domains in 
interphase cells and the BAC markers within them is illustrated in figure 3.1 below, 
where the appearance of active and inactive X chromosomes is also shown as a 
comparative reference.
Panel a is an interphase hematopoietic stem cell (cells enriched from bone marrow) 
where the signal from the dbc appears in red, the signal from the pbc appears green, and 
the PU.1 containing BAC is aqua.
The whole chromosome 2 paint appears orange and the cell is counterstained with DAPI 
(blue).




Figure 3.1: Chromosomal Domains: a) Hematopoietic stem cell and b) bone marrow from 
CBA/CaJ mice showing both large and small chromosome 2 domains.  In comparison, c) 
shows active (Xa) and inactive (Xi) X-chromosome domain from female human fibroblast 
(Cremer et al 2001); and d) 4 BAC’s array showing Xi and Xa from Yang et al 2008.
NOTES: pbc: proximal breakpoint cluster (Green), PU.1 (Cyan), dbc: distal breakpoint cluster 
(Red), and chromosome 2 paints (Orange) in a) and b).
3.1A 3.1B
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 Panel c was taken from Cremer et al 2001 showing both active and inactive X-
chromosome territories from human female interphase fibroblasts through chromosome 
paints (red) and distal band (green) from the q- and p-arms.
 Panel d: human female interphase nucleus showing the organization of 4 BAC 
probes within the active (Xa) and inactive (Xi) chromosome X territories (Yang et al 
2008).
 As a result  of the consideration that the distances between pbc’s and dbc’s may  be 
different for the two homologs of chromosome 2 within the same cell, the data was 
reanalyzed to determine if such differences between homologs was present, and if so, 
whether a subset of cells with close proximities might account for the AML differential 
chromosomal sensitivities might emerge.
Since the distributions of distances appeared to have a bimodal appearance, I decided to 
separate the measurements of breakpoint cluster markers into two separate sets of data: 
one for what appeared to be the smaller domain and the other for the larger domain in 
each cell.
Therefore, CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J mouse strains in the present chapter are compared in 
relation to the breakpoint clusters distances in fibroblasts, bone marrow, and progenitor 
cells.  This is outlined in the Specific Aims below.
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3.2-Hypothesis
The distance distributions of the breakpoint clusters is associated with the 
characteristic organization of the two homologs that are referred as small  and large 
domain; therefore, the small domain will shows closer distances of the breakpoint 
clusters compared to the large domain.
3.3-Specific Aims
 Specific Aim 1: Measure the physical projected distances between labeled 
chromosome 2 BAC-probes used as markers of the “proximal breakpoint cluster” 
and “distal breakpoint cluster” and analyze them in separate groups designated 
“small domain group” and “large domain group. This analysis was performed in 
both CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J mouse strains.
 Specific Aim 2: Determine differences in the distance distributions of the 
breakpoint clusters within the small and large domain to compare them in all three 
cell types (fibroblasts, BM and HSC interphase cells) from both mouse strains. 
The distances of the two markers would reflect differences between different cell 
types showing distinct arrangement within the interphase nuclei architecture and 
organization in both CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J mouse strains.
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3.4-Results
 3.4.1-Chromosomal Territories: Features of Chromosome 2 Domains in 
  Interphase. Determination of Distances within Small and Large Domains.
Distance measurements in the XY, YZ, and XZ planes between red (pbc) and green (dbc) 
signal pairs were then made against a standard calibrated micrometer and distance 
distribution histograms prepared as described in chapter 2.  The image acquisition of the 
interphase cells makes evident the different organization of chromosome 2 territories 
described in this chapter.  This feature is evident when using chromosome paints probes 
along with the above mentioned BAC-probes that define the organization of the 
chromatin domain in regions proximal, central, and distal with respect to the linear 
chromosome.  One chromosome 2 territory was considerably smaller or more compact 
than the other homolog within the same cell.  In addition, the organization of BAC-
probes used as markers showed a differential organization within the territories, 
providing a unique characteristic to recognize the small or large chromosome 2 domain 
within an interphase nucleus (figure 3.2).  The analysis of data from normal non-
irradiated cells showed that the small domain was more compact or closed and smaller 
than its homolog and contained the three markers forming a triangular organization and 
filling the whole chromosomal domain. In contrast, the large domain showed an 
elongated shape in which the markers were located along the elongated domain running 
linearly from centromere to telomere.
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Figure 3.2: Chromosome 2 domains: a) CBA/CaJ interphase HSC cell and b) same cell 
showing chromosomal domains plus markers organization within the large and small domain.
3.2B
3.2A
H1: Small Domain 





Thus, within each cell I refer to the chromosomal domain that is more compact and 
showed the closest proximities of the breakpoint  clusters as small domain; whereas, the 
large domain refers to the domain which is more extended, less compact, and showed the 
larger distances between the two breakpoint clusters. 
 3.4.2-Chromosomal Territories: Features of Chromosome 2 Domains in 
  Fibroblasts, BM and Stem Cells from CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J.
 As I mentioned above the analysis of interphase cells showed a differential 
organization of the homologs was present in all cell types and both mouse strains.
The chromosome territories of both chromosome 2 were different in shape and 
organization showing the small and large domain is not a characteristic feature of a 
particular mouse strain or cell type.  Thus, this qualitative feature is present in bone 
marrow, HSC and fibroblasts showing consistency  within all cells analyzed in both CBA/
CaJ and C57BL/6 mouse strain.
Some of the nuclei that showed overlapping of domains and some other cells showed 
replication of the markers (implicating the cell cycle progression in those cells) were not 
taken into the analysis or scoring procedure.
The qualitative similarity of the above feature of two chromosome 2 domains was present 
in all cell types and in both mouse strain and was also present in cells that acquire 
additional copies of chromosome 2.
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This additional evidence was apparent in polyploid fibroblasts (generally  present in 
cultured fibroblasts).   When I analyzed these tetraploid fibroblasts I observed that these 
fibroblasts still kept the small and large domains (figure 3.3).
Even though there were four copies of chromosome 2, two had the small domain 
configuration and two had the large domains configuration in the tetraploid interphase 
cells.
 After an average of 25 diploid cells were analyzed per cell type, all the cells showed 
the same organization where the small domain has a triangular order of the three BAC-
probes and the large domain showed a more linear configuration of the probes.
 3.4.3-Normalization Values of Small and Large Domain: Ratio of Distance 
  Values for Large versus Small Domains.
The qualitative feature observed for chromosome 2 homologs is represented in a 
quantitative way as well by the normalization values calculated through the ratio of the 
cluster distances obtained from both domains (these data tables of the measurements are 
summarized in appendix I).
In a very high proportion of the measurements, the large domain (H2) showed pbc to dbc 
distances that were larger than the distances of pbc to dbc in the small domain (H1) 
within the same cell.
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Figure 3.3: Tetraploid fibroblast (from CBA/CaJ) showing the organization of the 4 chromosomal 
domain (2 small domains and 2 large domains) within the same cell.  Green (dbc), blue (PU.1), 
and red (dbc), orange (chr2 domains).   H1: Small domain, H2: Large domain.










Therefore, within a given cell one homolog shows shorter distance (H1) between the 
clusters when compared with the other homolog that always shows the largest distance 
(H2) between the two breakpoint clusters.  To quantify  the qualitative data I normalized 
the values obtained for the small and large domains by calculating the ratio of the 
distances measured in the large domain to that for the small domain (L/S) in the same 
cell.
Thus, obtaining a ratio of 1 or ~ 1 indicates that the distances within both the large and 
small domain are equal.
If the average of the ratio over many cells is around 1 then presumably  there is no 
particular correlation between distances and domain shapes.   However, obtaining an 
average value larger than 1 over many cells, means that the two domains are different 
within individual cells.
This is a clearer way to present the data, because average pooled measurements made 
without reference to the cell where measurements were made, could yield some cells with 
two small distances some with two large distances and some with one small and one large 
distance with no difference related to a difference in distances within one or another 
homolog.
 The figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 below shows the ratio (L/S) on a cell by  cell basis for 
each cell type from CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J respectively.  In addition, figure 3.6 and 
figure 3.7 shows the percentage of measurements showing the different range ratio (L/S) 
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Figures 3.4, and 3.5: Ratio (large/small) calculated in each cell type group in CBA/CaJ (fig. 3.4) 
and C57BL/6J (fig. 3.5).   Fibroblasts (green); bone marrow (yellow); and hematopoietic 
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7: Ratio (L/S) taken all cell types together in CBA/CaJ (figure 3.6) and 
C57BL/6J (figure 3.7).  Percentage of cells.
 3.4.4-Breakpoint Cluster Distances in Fibroblasts:
  CBA/CaJ versus C57BL/6J Mouse Strains
 As shown in figure 3.8, the distances distribution within fibroblast small domains 
(H1) showed that 20% of the measured distances were between 1.2 to 1.6 um.  In 
addition, there is a second peak in the distribution that contained 17% of the measured 
values ranging from 2 to 2.39 um.  The range covered for the distribution within the small 
domain was from 0.2 to 4.39 um.   Finally, the average value obtained for the small 
domain (H1) was: H1CBA/CaJ(FIB)= 1.92 um and the standard deviation of 0.99 um.
 On the other hand, the large domain (H2) in CBA/CaJ showed values bigger than 1 
um covering a wide range up to about 9 um of separation.  The distances more 
represented were between 2.8 and 3.19 um in 20% of the large domains measured.  In 
addition, two more peaks were observed in the ranges of 2-2.39 um, and 4-4.39 um; each 
with 17% of measurements.  The average value calculated for the large domain was 
H2CBA/CaJ(FIB)= 3.17 um, and the standard deviation of the measurements for H2 is 0.91 
um (figure 3.8).
 By comparison with CBA/CaJ; the values from C57BL/6 showed a shift toward 
larger values in the distance distribution histogram.
Figure 3.9 shown below, displays the distance distribution for the small domain (H1) in 
C57BL/6J fibroblasts.   The distribution of the values covered a range from 0.4 to 5 um. 
Within this set, 24% of distance measurements falls into values between 2.4 to 2.79 um. 





















































Figure 3.8: Distances distribution from pbc-dbc within the small domain (H1) and large domain 
(H2) in interphase fibroblasts obtained from CBA/CaJ mouse strain.
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Figure 3.9: Distances distribution from pbc-dbc within the small domain (H1) and large domain 

















































The corresponding average for the small domain (H1) was H1C57BL/6(FIB)= 2.12 um and 
the standard deviation was 1.06 um.   Values of the large domain (H2) have shown 
separation distances of the clusters up  to 7.1 um.  Moreover, from all the measurements 
within the large domain, there were some 24% that showed distances between 4.8 to 7.1 
um.  Another peak (20%) was observed within the range 3.2-3.59 um.  Consequently, the 
average value of distance distribution for C57BL/6 was H2C57BL/6(FIB)= 4.06 um and the 
standard deviation was 1.43 um.
 3.4.5-Breakpoint Cluster Distances Measurements in Bone Marrow:
  CBA/CaJ versus C57BL/6J Mouse Strains
 As shown in figure 3.10, the average distances measured in these bone marrow cells 
showed a shift in both small, and large domains showing, in general, shorter distances 
when compared with the distances of the clusters in fibroblast domains.  Thus, the 
average distance in CBA for the small domain H1CBA/CaJ(BM)= 1.16 um and a 
standard deviation of 0.88 um.   In the small domain (H1) some 31% of measurements 
between pbc and dbc were within a range of 0.8 to 1.19 um apart.   A second peak of 27% 
was observed within the range 0.4-0.79 um.   The total distribution showed values from 
0.18 to 3.76 um.  Finally, only 8% of the measurements were less than 0.39 um.In 
contrast, the large domain (H2) showed distances within the range of 1.2 to 1.59 um in 
19% of the measurements and within 0.8-1.19 um range in 15%.   There were no values 
less than 0.4 um (figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10: Distances distribution from pbc-dbc within the small domain (H1) and large 














































The total distribution covered values from 0.684 to 9.481 um and the average for this 
group was H2CBA/CaJ(BM)= 2.32 um and the standard deviation was 1.92 um.
 For C57BL/6 BM the values of the small domain (H1) covered a range from 0.233 
to 3.8 um distance between the two clusters.
The most frequent values were in the range 0.8 to 1.19 in 26% of the measurements. 
Additionally, two more peaks of 17% each were observed within the ranges 0.4-0.79 um 
and 1.2-1.59 um.
Distance values smaller than 0.4 um were observed only in 9% of the measurements.
The average value for the small domain was H1C57BL/6(BM)= 1.29 um and the standard 
deviation for the group was 0.78 um.
The large domain (H2) showed values skewed toward the largest distances compared to 
the values of the small domains (H1) (figure 3.11).
The grouped data H2 showed values from 0.643 to 8.63 um having 26% of the 
measurements represented within the range 1.2 to 1.59 um and a second peak (17%) 
within the distance range of 2-2.39 um.
There were no measurements with values smaller than 0.4 um.
Consequently, the average value for the large domain in bone marrow from C57BL/6 was 
H2C57BL/6(BM)= 2.28 um and the standard deviation was 1.49 um.
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Figure 3.11: Distances distribution from pbc-dbc within the small domain (H1) and large 



















































 3.4.6-Breakpoint Cluster Distances in Hematopoietic Stem Cells (HSC):
  CBA/CaJ versus C57BL/6J Mouse Strains
As shown in figure 3.12, the comparison of the measurements distribution between CBA/
CaJ and C57BL/6J hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) gave no bigger differences between 
the distances of the two probes within these cells compared to the whole bone marrow 
cells.  The distance distributions appeared to be similar to the distribution seen in bone 
marrow cells.   The average distance for the clusters within the small domain (H1) in 
CBA/CaJ was H1CBA/CaJ(HSC)= 0.95 um and a standard deviation of 0.65 um.  There were 
36% of the measurements within the small domain (H1) that fall within the value range 
of 0.8-1.19 um and 27% into the range 0.4-0.79 um.
Besides, 14% of the measurements were within values < 0.4 um.  The total distribution 
showed values that covered distances from 0.065 um to 2.85 um.
 On the other hand, the large domain (H2) from CBA/CaJ showed an average 
distance value of H2CBA/CaJ(HSC)= 2.11 um and a standard deviation of 1.4 um.
The distances distribution showed 27% of the measurements fall into the range of 
0.8-1.19 um and a second peak with 23% into the range 1.2-1.59 um.   Values smaller 
than 1 um were not observed.   Finally, the total distribution within the large domain in 
CBA/CaJ covered values from 1.07 um to 6.2 um (figure 3.12).
 The values corresponding to C57BL/6J were very  similar to the values obtained 

















































Figure 3.12: Distances distribution from pbc-dbc within the small domain (H1) and large 
domain (H2) in interphase hematopoietic progenitors (HSC) obtained from CBA/CaJ mouse 
strain.
Thus, the average distance within the small domain (H1) for HSC in C57BL/6J was 
H1C57BL/6J(HSC)= 1.26 um and the standard deviation 0.97 um (figure 3.13).
The distribution within H1 showed a total range that covered from 0.144 to 4.059 um, 
presenting 33% of the measurements into the range between 0.8 and 1.19 um of distance, 
the second peak (29%) was observed in the range 0.4-0.79 um.   In addition, 5% of the 
measurements showed values smaller than 0.4 um.
 The large domain (H2) within these cells showed that two peaks with 24% of 
measurements each within the ranges 0.8-1.19 um and 2-2.39 um.  The total distribution 
within H2 covered values from 0.927 to 7.555 um (figure 3.13).  There were no values 
smaller than 0.4 um present in the measurements obtained.
Thus, the average value for the large domain (H2) in C57BL/6 was H2C57BL/6(HSC)= 2.29 
um and the standard deviation 1.48 um.
3.5-Discussion
The breakpoint clusters within mouse chromosome 2 are classified as hot-spots for the 
location of deletion breakpoints.  We do not  know whether these sites on both homologs 
have the same sensitivity to radiation-induced aberrations.
From experimental data, it is known that  the aberration only occurs in one copy of 

















































Figure 3.13: Distances distribution from pbc-dbc within the small domain (H1) and large 
domain (H2) in interphase hematopoietic progenitors (HSC) obtained from C57BL/6 mouse 
strain.
Interstitial deletion of chromosome 2 is observed in mice that have developed AML after 
irradiation treatment.
It is not known whether the aberration occurs specifically or preferentially in the maternal 
or paternal copy or if it is an event that occurs randomly.   One possibility to explain this 
may be that a difference in sensitivity exists between the homologs.   In other words, one 
homolog could be more sensitive than the other due to the different three dimensional 
organization of the chromatin within each homolog (figure 3.14).
There is a clear difference between both chromosome 2 domain organization observed 
through the whole chromosome paints where one chromosomal territory is organized in a 
more compacted or closed configuration; while, the other domain showed an extended or 
open configuration of the chromatin.
 The chromatin within one domain appeared to be arranged in a different 
conformation compared to the other as demonstrated when we visualized all three BAC-
probes used as markers either forming a triangle or a line in the three dimensional space 
within all cell types analyzed.   These features of the chromosomal domains are similar to 
those observed in mammalian females chromosome X domains.
While it may ultimately turn out that a different organization of both chromosome 2 
domains could have some influence predisposing to the characteristic deletion of one of 
the homologs, this was not obvious from this particular aspect of the study.
This predisposition might be increased in cells that present closer distances of the 








Figure 3.14: Three dimensional reconstruction of the small domain (H1) and large domain 
(H2) in interphase hematopoietic progenitors (HSC) obtained from CBA/CaJ mouse strain.
Chromosome paintings stained with Alexa-647 (Invitrogen)
Nevertheless, there must  be other factors influencing AML onset, since the closer 
distances are present in both AML-sensitive and AML-resistant mouse strain.
Factors such as apoptosis rate, gene expression profile changes, and methylation pattern 
after irradiation among others have shown to be different comparing CBA and C57BL/6 
mouse strains.
3.7-Conclusions
 The distribution of distances between the proximal breakpoint cluster and the distal 
breakpoint cluster on mouse chromosome 2 appeared to follow a bimodal distribution. 
This was not surprising since one homolog in a given cell showed a shorter distance 
between the markers compared with the distances in the other homolog.  This different 
organization of the markers was a characteristic of all cell types in both mouse strains. 
Furthermore, through the combination of chromosome paints and at  least three markers 
reveled the closed and open arrangements of the chromatin within both chromosome 2 
territories in interphase cells.
Consequently, an open or close conformation of markers and domains might be useful as 
a tool to test different hypothesis that could lead to or provide hints about the causes of 
the interstitial deletion in one copy of chromosome 2 observed in AML-sensitive mouse 
strains after radiation treatment.
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CHAPTER IV
CYTOGENETIC ANALYSIS OF INTERPHASE CELLS FROM RADIATION-
INDUCED AML CASES WITH LOSS OF PU.1 THROUGH 3D-FISH.
INTRODUCTION
4.1-Background
 An early and prerequisite event for radiation-induced acute myeloid leukemia 
(AML) in CBA mice is loss of one copy  of the PU.1 gene, and this results from a large 
deletion on mouse chromosome 2(1-5).  The breakpoints for the deletions occur primarily 
in a proximal breakpoint cluster (pbc) and a distal breakpoint cluster (dbc) surrounding 
PU.1 gene(6,7).  C57BL/6 mice do not develop AML either spontaneously or after 
radiation exposure(8-9).  To investigate whether the breakpoint clusters within these 
regions is consequence of nuclear arrangement of the regions, we measured the proximity 
of labeled BAC-probes hybridized within the breakpoint cluster regions of chromosome 2 
in bone marrow cells of radiogenic AML-sensitive CBA/CaJ and resistant C57BL/6J 
mice.
In this way, we proposed to determine whether a difference in regional proximity  of the 
breakpoint cluster regions might explain the difference in susceptibility of these strains to 
radiation-induced AML.
 However, as reported in chapter 2, we found no difference in interphase distances 
between pbc and dbc BAC-probes between both the sensitive and resistant strain.
Interestingly, however, in virtually every cell measured, the interphase domain of one of 
the chromosome 2 homologs was appreciably larger or more open than the other, along 
with the linear and triangular organization of the markers within the large and small 
domain respectively.
This suggested the possibility that the PU.1 gene was preferentially deleted on one as 
opposed to the other chromosome 2 domain, again because of the difference in the 
architecture of the two homologs in the interphase nuclei.
To this end, I examined leukemic cells from 10 independent radiation-induced AMLs to 
determine whether the deletion occurred randomly or preferentially in the large or small 
domains.
4.2-Hypothesis
 Beforehand, I assumed that the small domain, which presented the closer distance 
of the breakpoint clusters compared to the large domain, may have a greater possibility to 
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be involved in mis-rejoining events to produce the deletion of the minimal deleted region 
(mdr).
Therefore, that preconception lead us to test the following hypothesis:
The deletion of the PU.1 gene in radiation-induce AML cases occurs preferentially 
within the small or more condensed chromosome 2 territories due to its chromatin 
organization.
4.3-Specific Aims
 Specific Aim 1: Provide cytogenetic characterization of radiation-induced 
AML cases with respect to the markers chosen to visualize proximal and distal 
breakpoint clusters along with PU.1.  Assuming a clonal evolution of the disease 
in the mouse model, by the time when an AML is fully developed.   Descendant 
of the original altered stem or progenitor hematopoietic cell must have an over-
represented cell population that  carries the characteristic aberration usually seen 
in radiation-induced AML samples.
 Specific Aim 2: Determine whether the intact chromosome 2 presented 
distances that represent  the small or the large domain within these samples 
through the measurements of the breakpoint clusters distance.
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4.4-Experimental Approach
The logical question arising from the previous data is related to the possibility  of a bias 
toward a preferential deletion in one homolog of chromosome 2 that leads to the 
development of AML.  A characteristic feature of radiation-induced AML in CBA/CaJ 
mice is a deletion of only one copy of the PU.1 gene(1-7) located in the minimal deleted 
region (mdr).
However, the question remains:
 What is the PU.1 copy preferentially deleted?    Is the PU.1 copy from the small or 
large domain?
To address this question we examined interphase cells from several independently 
induced AMLs that arose after irradiation of CBA mice.  These AML cases were 
originated in different mice after exposure to gamma-irradiation, and PU.1 loss had been 
previously confirmed by Dr Peng in this lab(10).
 The cells were from enlarged spleens and represented a mixture of cells, perhaps 
with more than one genetic change within sub-populations, but all had one change in 
common: the PU.1 deletion.
Considering that these AML cases are not evident until almost 400 days, the cell 
population predominating within the sample might be a clonal representation of the most 
successful secondary mutation or genetic alteration that resulted in the largest growth 
advantage eventually resulting in the full development of a lethal AML.
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This is one consideration that would have to be taken into account in the interpretation, 
because even though a deletion may  occur in the original initiated cell in either the large 
or the more compact chromosome 2 domain, the many intervening cell generations (30 or 
so) necessary to produce an AML containing a billion or so cells (230) may gradually  shift 
the initial characteristic architectural features of these domains.
 Several authors(3,5,6,11,12), such as, Rithidech et al. 1995; Bouffler et al. 1997; Finnon 
et al. 2002; and Kanda et al.2008, Cox et al. 1991, have shown that the progression of the 
disease is compatible with the hypothesis of “clonal evolution” of cells carrying 
mutations that leads to the progression of the AML.
The typical mutation is the deletion in chromosome 2 within the cyto-bands 2D-2E 
producing the loss of the PU.1 gene of only one homolog.
 Through the use of chromosome 2 painting and BAC-probes we visualized the 
chromosome domains and the different organization of these BAC-probes markers within 
interphase cells showing either an open or closed configuration of the chromatin with the 
consequent short or long distance of the breakpoint clusters within the domains.
 The clear reference provided by the differential chromatin configuration of both 
chromosome 2 homologs could play a key role in the determination of the preferential 
deletion (if any) of the PU.1 gene located in the minimal deleted region from either the 
small or the large domain.
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4.5-Materials and Methods
 4.5.1-Mice and Treatment
All the CBA/CaJ mice used in these experiments were from Jackson laboratory; the mice 
age at the time of the treatment were between 8 to 14 weeks of age at the time of 
irradiation.
The irradiation treatments were performed with a 137Cs γ-ray  source (J. L. Shepherd 
Model 81-14) irradiator, as described by Weil and co-workers 2009(10,13).  Doses 
delivered were 1, 2, or 3 Gy.
After irradiation treatment, mice were kept until they  showed symptoms of AML or 
reached ~800 days of age at the vivarium at Colorado State University (CSU)(13).
 4.5.2-Cells
  AML Infiltrated Spleens
Samples were obtained from mice that were diagnosed with AML presenting a high 
frequency of PU.1 loss in the harvested cells.
The cells were fixed with the classical fixation protocol of (3:1) acetic acid : methanol as 
described previously(10).
These cells, each from several mice with AML were supplied by Dr. Peng in this 
laboratory.
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  8016 Cell Line(7,14,15)
8016 is a radiation-induced AML cell line derived from C3H mouse strain and it carries a 
deletion (del2C3-F2) in the mdr region in one copy of chromosome 2.  The cell line was 
grown in culture with MEM plus 12% serum fetal bovine.   The cells were then fixed and 
dropped on slides to perform 3D-FISH and measure distances between pbc-dbc.
 4.5.3-Bacteria Artificial Chromosome Clones and Fluorescence In Situ 
  Hybridization.
The Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes (BAC) clones were selected and ordered from the 
BACPAC resources center (http://bacpac.chori.org/).
0.5 ul of each labeled BAC-probe was applied at a concentration of about 1 ng/ul to the 
slides.   The slides were cover-slipped and sealed with rubber cement.
 Co-denaturation of probes and target DNA occurred at 80°C in hybridization mix 
(proprietary solution designed to optimize hybridization of multiple probes) for 5 minutes 
followed by incubation at 37°C overnight.
The coverslips were removed and the slides washed in 50% formamide/2X SSC at 
43.5°C for 5 minutes followed by 3 washes in 2X SSC at 43.5°C for 5 minutes to remove 
any mismatched probe.   The slides were counterstained with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole, dihydrochloride) in an anti-fade solution, cover-slipped, and sealed.  Probe 
hybridization was visualized using a 3D-deconvolution, and 3D reconstruction softwares.
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Measurements were performed using a combination of softwares such as ImageJ 
Software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/index.html-NIH), Autoquant sotfware (Media 
Cybernetics, inc; Bethesda, MD) and Metamorph (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).
4.6-Results
 4.6.1-Chromosomal Domains and BAC-Markers Organization
 Ten mice were selected for interphase analysis of AML cells harvested from 
infiltrated spleens of these mice.  The cells harvested contained a high frequency of 
hemizygous loss of the PU.1 gene that range within 89% to 99% of the scored cells(10).
 All normal cells were represented by the corresponding chromosomal territory  
(chromosome paints) in interphase along with the presence of markers representing 
proximal and distal breakpoint clusters (pbc and dbc) and the PU.1 gene as well.
Therefore, a normal cell is represented for two chromosome 2 domains containing all 
three markers within each domain as shown in Figure 4.1.
 The random production of damage in either the breakpoint clusters and/or mdr may 
lead to illegitimate repair of the chromosomal DNA resulting in variable outcomes based 
on the length and location of the deleted region.





Normal CBA HSC 
4.1B
Figure 4.1: Normal hematopoietic progenitor cell.  A-Chromosome 2 in a metaphase cell and 
B-interphase cells.  Green (Spectrum green): proximal breakpoint cluster (pbc); Red (Spectrum 
red): distal breakpoint cluster (dbc); Cyan (DEAC): PU.1 gene; Orange (Alexa 648): 
chromosome 2 paints.
 Then, the cell population that carries deletions may replicate and at some point after 
further changes, not all of which are known, the progeny of the initiated cell presumably 
gains a selective growth advantage over the normal cells becoming the over-represented 
cell population that leads to the development of leukemia, as a result of the characteristic 
clonal expansion of the malignant cells.
 Our analysis of interphase nuclei showed a wide range of variant cells within each 
individual sample case.
Thus, in general terms, within a given mouse AML sample analyzed, one phenotype was 
represented in high frequency compared to “variant” cells present at lower frequency 
within the same sample.
Then, as mentioned before, one chromosome 2 domain in every interphase cell always 
contained all three markers, while the other homolog, showed several sized deletions. 
Thus, based on the presence or absence of markers within the chromosomal domain 
resulting in combinations of markers remaining within the deleted domain is referred as 
the “dominant deleted cell.”
 Therefore, the following list enumerates the classification of cases based on the 
combination of markers deleted and frequency observed in this study:
1. In four out of ten mouse AML cases (40%) the deletion was large enough to 
involve all three BAC-probes (pbc/PU.1/dbc).   The deletion of the three markers 
shows that the deletion bearing chromosome has lost a large DNA region of at 
least 60 Mb.
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The large deletion resulted in a smaller (~120 Mb) deleted chromosome 2 with no 
markers present within the chromosomal domain (Figure 4.2).  The frequencies of 
this phenotype in these four AML mice cases were: M3364= 63.5%; M3208= 
66.7%; M3286= 60%; and M3272= 59%.  Where the MXXX represents the 
mouse coded sample number.
Taken these four cases together showed an average of this phenotype of 62.3%; 
therefore, about 38.7% were “variant” cells.   Presumably the breakpoints were 
outside the markers used which were at about the midpoint of the cluster regions.
2. Three AML cases (30%) showed a high frequency  of deletions that included two 
of the BAC-probes used as markers.
These cases showed the absence of both PU.1 gene and dbc markers, and the 
presence of only  one pbc (proximal marker) in the resulting short chromosome 2 
after deletion (Figure 4.3).
The frequency  of this phenotype within these three cases were: M3576= 27%; 
M3189= 82%; and M3269= 68%.
The average value taken all the cases together was: 59%.   Presumably  the one 
breakpoint was outside the pbc and one inside the dbc BAC marker.
The size of the deletion in these cases may be at  least ~30 Mb since the distance 







Figure 4.2: The most frequent phenotype found in 4 AML 
cases; one domain with all markers and the other with none.
Figure 4.3: The second most frequent phenotype found in three 
AML cases; one complete domain and the other with deleted PU.1 
and dbc markers.
3. Furthermore, one case (10%) had only dbc (distal marker); therefore, PU.1 and 
pbc were deleted.
The rearrangement within these cells showed that the deletion has occurred 
between PU.1 gene and pbc, representing a deletion of ~30 Mb long toward the 
centromere (Figure 4.4).
The frequency of this phenotype was M3416= 53.7%.
The deletions that occurred in categories 2 and 3 above involving PU.1-dbc; and 
PU.1-pbc were about the same length as far as the linear DNA distance, but in 
category 2 the interacting regions were distal (toward the telomere) while in 
category 3 the two interacting regions were proximal (toward the centromere). 
4. One AML case among the ten (10%) showed PU.1 deletion only, representing the 
smallest deletion in this study.
This rearrangement showed the deletion within the limits of the minimal deleted 
region (mdr), resulting in the exclusion of pbc (proximal marker) and dbc (distal 
marker) markers from the rearrangement (Figure 4.5).
As a consequence, the deleted homolog showed presence of both pbc and dbc 








Figure 4.4- Phenotype found in one case; one normal domain and 
the other with deleted PU1 and pbc.
Figure 4.5- one case only with the typical deletion of one PU1 
copy involving only the minimal deleted region. 
5. The final AML case of the ten (10%) showed two principal sub-population 
phenotypes in almost the same proportion.   One sub-population showed cells in 
which only one chromosome 2 domain was present with all three BAC markers 
and no other chromosome 2 domain (chromosome 2 monosomy).   The other sub-
population possessed cells in which one chromosome 2 domain had all three 
markers while the other domain had none, so the deletion breakpoints were 
outside the markers we used for the pbc and dbc region.
This is the only  case that showed two sub-population cell populations in a 
proportion of almost 1:1.  The frequencies of these phenotypes were M3250= 
52% of cells showed only  1 domain with all markers and 41% showed 2 domains; 
one of them with all markers and the other homolog with no markers (Figure 4.6). 
However, there were a high proportion of cells that showed an unscorable 
rearrangement due to the difficult interpretation.  Usually, the feature of these 
cells were multiple copies (up  to four) of the proximal breakpoint cluster markers 
and an un-organized domain with sometimes multiple copies of the other markers 
or deletions in both domains.
6. 8016 cell line: The characteristic deletion of the cells is a small deletion that only 
involved PU.1.  Thus, the deleted homolog contained the two clusters: pbc and 
dbc; with an extremely high (98%) frequency  of this phenotype in the sample 
analyzed.  The distances of the clusters in the intact homolog were in 50.91% of 





Figure 4.6: Case M3250 with 2 phenotypes equally represented 
one showing only one complete domain and the other showing 
2 domains with one chromosomal domain without markers.
Figure 4.7: Cell line 8016: typical deletion of one PU1 copy involving only the minimal 
deleted region. A-Example for small domain. B-Example for large domain.
4.7 A 4.7 B
Markers organization similar 
to the small domain
Markers organization similar 
to the large domain
This implies an equal presence of both the small and large domain within the 
sample.
Generally, the chromatin of the deleted chromosome 2 territory was expanded and 
unorganized when compared with normal non-irradiated cells.
 Normal non-irradiated cells showed that the small domain was compact or closed, 
containing the three markers forming a triangular organization and filling the whole 
chromosomal domain.   In contrast, the large domain showed an elongated shape with the 
markers located along the elongated domain running as a relative straight alignment from 
centromere to telomere.
 In contrast, the non-deleted chromosome in the AML samples never showed the 
characteristic shapes of either small or large domain but rather had extended domains that 
were expanded within the interphase nucleus.
Thus, viewing the domains strictly  with whole chromosome paintings, the disorganization 
was visually apparent, but looking strictly at the arrangement of pbc, PU.1, and dbc 
markers the triangular configuration characteristic of the compact domain in normal cells 
was still evident, as was the alignment of the markers within the large domain.
In general terms, the small domain in AML samples was found to be in triangular 
organization of the markers but located in a portion of the expanded chromosomal 
domain.
Large domain distances were mostly in an expanded chromosomal territory where the 
markers form the alignment.
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 This distortion or deviation from the “normal” markers organization within the 
chromosomal territories was evident in every cell of the AML samples analyzed.
The expansion of the chromosomal domains was clear in both the deleted and the non-
deleted homolog within these AML cells.
Moreover, some of the markers appeared to be projected out of the chromosomal domain 
(Figure 4.8) in either the domain with the complete set of markers and/or the domain with 
the deletion.  The most frequently projected marker was dbc, representing a feature never 
seen in normal cells.   However, PU.1 and pbc were seen projected but in a lower 
frequency compared with dbc marker.  This projection could represent a feature of the 
chromatin reorganization that may be needed for active transcription and move toward 
topological regions within the nuclei(16-18) where the transcription levels are high; 
suggesting the necessity of transcription of some genes located within that DNA region.
 4.6.2-Chromosomal Domain Preferentially Deleted
 Since the organization of the chromosomal domains in these samples was not 
strictly comparable with normal cells in the features as described above; therefore, the 
distances between pbc and dbc of the domain that remained intact with all the markers 
were used, due to the tendency of the markers to keep the relative position between them 
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Figure 4.8: Unirradiated vs Irradiated (AML) cells.  A- Unirradiated cell showing the 
chromosomal domain and the normal organization of the markers within each domain.  B- 
Irradiated cell from AML samples where the remaining domain is no organized.  It is visible 
the projection of the dbc outside of the chromosomal domain.
 In normal non-irradiated cells both distances of the clusters and organization of the 
domain were correlated.  Thus, the small domain was correlated with the triangular 
organization of the markers, whereas the large domain was correlated with the linear 
organization of the markers.
 Since the chromosomal territory  organization is altered in radiation-induced AML 
cells that develop after irradiation, we decided to use the organizational feature of the 
markers, which tends to remains either triangular or linear whether the cells are normal or 
AML.
Numerically, both domains were defined from the measurements done of the breakpoint 
clusters in normal bone marrow interphase cells.
We have shown in chapter 2 that  the average distance between the pbc-dbc markers 
within the small domain was 1.2 um, and in the large domain the average distance was 
2.4 um.
 Therefore, these two averages were defined as our reference points to determine 
whether the chromosome 2 that remains with all markers is either the small or large 
domain.   If for example, the remaining domain with all the markers is judged to be the 
small or compact domain, then the deletion must have occurred in the other or large 
domain.
 Additionally, consideration was given concerning the fact that there was 
distribution of distances about the mean.
Thus, the upper limit cutoff for the distances between markers within the small domain 
was arbitrarily taken to be a distance less than 2 um.
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For the large domain I set a cutoff whereby any  distance greater than 2 um will be 
considered as large domain.   Therefore, we were expecting measurement distributions 
that either range within 1.2 ± (1 SD) um or within 2.4 ± (1 SD) um to define both small 
and large domain respectively.
Of course, this bimodal distribution would have an overlapping region where the values 
obtained will not allow us to identify whether it is a small or large domain.
Therefore, the overlapping regions correspond to values that  can belong to either domain 
and ranges from 1.8 um to 2 um.
For this reason, the upper limit  for the small domain at 1.79 um, and the lower limit for 
the large domain at 2.0 um were re-established (Figure 4.9).  Using this criterion, 
distances between the markers (pbc-dbc) were measured and used to determine which 
domain was present with all the markers within the samples of cells.   Therefore, 
following that criterion, the deleted domain was the domain not present in the cell.
 After analyzing ten AML samples, the distribution of distances between pbc and 
dbc showed that a high number of cells retained the domain containing the breakpoint 
clusters with distances ≤ 1.79 um corresponding to the small domain.
Eight of the mouse AML cases (80%) showed that 64% to 84% of the measurements 
were within the reference values for the small domain.
However, there were two mouse AML cases (M3189 and M3250) where the proportion 
were not the same found in the first eight cases.
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Figure 4.9: Determination of reference values to define small and large domains based in 
distances between pbc and dbc.
Theoretical Determination of Small and Large Domains
MeanMean
Meanwhile in M3250 the proportion observed was 55% for the small domain and 45% 
for the large domain.
 Figure 4.10 shows the proportion of distances fitting into either the small or large 
domain of each AML case analyzed.
Finally, in order to compare the proportions obtained from AML cells the cell line 8016 
was included in this study.
The proportions found within this phenotypically homogenous population were 50.91% 
presented distances ≤ 1.79 um and 49.09% were ≥ 2.0 um.
Thus, the cell populations of eight AML cases carry the complete small chromosome 2 
domain suggesting that the deletion occurred from the large domain or that the cells 
carrying deletion within the large domain may have been the most successful and 
repopulated bone marrow after IR treatment.
However, the proportions obtained from the cell line 8016 does not fit with the idea that 
deletion of the large domain is the most frequent event occurring in radiation-induced 
AML, or the most successful event for the development of AML.
This radiation-induced mouse AML cell line has undergone many more generations or 
cell population doublings so it is unknown whether the domain size distributions may 
change after prolonged growth in culture.
With the analysis of the 8016 cell line and compared with the other AML samples 
analyzed led us to the question of wether there is a dynamic reorganization of the 
chromatin is occurring or not in radiation-induced AML.
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Figure 4.10: Histogram showing the distribution of measurements done within cell samples of 
each AML case and the cell line 8016.  Green bars show the percentage of measurements which 
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4.7-Discussion
 4.7.1-Interphase Cells: Dominant deleted cells in each sample cells
 After radiation exposure all mice were maintained until they developed AML.
AML samples from these mice carried cells with a high frequency of PU.1 gene deletion 
in one copy of chromosome 2.
The time courses for these mice until they were euthanized and diagnosed with AML 
were: 
Dose: 1 Gy: 481 days. (1 case: M3416)
Dose 2 Gy: between 454-693 days. (4 cases: M3208, M3576; M3364; and M3250)
Dose 3 Gy: between 288-707 days. (5 cases: M3512; M3269; M3272; M3189 and 
M3286)
In spite of the different radiation doses given, the dose did not appear to have an 
influence on the preferential deletion of the large or small domain or in the appearance of 
variant cells.
Basically, there is nothing that we can correlate with the dose applied to the mice, except 
regarding the frequencies of mice that developed AML.
In other words, as concluded long ago, radiation-induced cancer behaves as a stochastic 
process whatever the initiating step is the same for all doses and only  the frequency of 
occurrence of this initiating step and the probability of inducing the cancer that increases 
with dose.
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 The analysis of interphase cells in radiation-induced AML samples showed that 
within each sample there was a deleted cell described by the different combinations of 
markers lost on chromosome 2 and this occurred in high frequency among the AML cells.
Variant cells among the AML cells from a particular animal occurred in a much lower 
frequency.
However, I did not find the same phenotype over-represented in all the cases.   This fact 
suggest that there could be more than one genotype change leading to AML development 
without regard of how large the deletion is within chromosome 2, such that the only 
feature shared between the samples was the PU.1 deletion.
 The large deletion involving the three markers (pbc-PU.1-dbc) was the most 
frequent, being present in cells of four cases.  In addition, three cases presented a 
phenotype where the deletion involved two do the markers: PU.1 and dbc.   Thus, we 
have 70% of the cases presenting these 2 phenotypes.
It is important to notice that the proportion of the phenotype with the deletion in PU.1 
and proximal marker did not appear very  frequently  (only 1 case) in comparison to 3 
cases with the alternative deletion (PU.1 and dbc).   This may suggest that cells having 
deletions of the proximal regions are not very  successful or that the deletion in the 
proximal region is less frequent.
 Furthermore, within each sample the variant phenotypes observed showed 
phenotypes that in other cases are not variants but the over-represented phenotype (see 
appendix #).
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 Another feature related with chromosomal domains observed was that variant 
phenotypes showed the presence in interphase but not in metaphase of one, two, three or 
four copies of chromosome 2 and once again with variable combination of markers 
within the different domains.
Chromatin damage produced by gamma-irradiation generates DNA-DSBs randomly 
within the cells; then after DNA damage is repaired (either well repaired or mis-repaired) 
within the surviving cells sub-populations appear with other changes.
The evolution of these sub-populations will lead to the appearance and accumulation of 
more mutations that may at  the end give an advantage, over the normal and other pre-
leukemic cells, leading to a high proportion of this sub-population within the bone 
marrow.
 It is known that, in fact, a point mutation in the other allele of PU.1 is very 
frequently involved(16,19).   However, not only is DNA damage produced, but there are 
also epigenetic changes that occurred within the cells and could play  an important role in 
leukemogenesis acceleration, increasing the mutation rate conferring genomic instability 
to the cells.
The loss of methylation is an event that may prove to be important in shape maintenance 
of chromosomal domains and loss of gene regulation.
 In the current study  an apparent loss of organization of the chromosomal domains 
was evident since the domain viewed by whole chromosome painting that kept the 
markers representing distances from either large or small domain never showed the same 
shape observed in the control non-irradiated cells.
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However, the arrangement of the markers seems to be similar since I still was able to 
observe the triangular or linear arrangement of the markers may be due to the fixed 
location of some DNA region attached through their matrix attachment regions (MARs) 
to the nuclear matrix.
 4.7.2-Domain Preferentially Deleted (Revisited)
 The measurements done within the intact chromosome 2 from AML samples 
showed a high proportion of cells with distances between the clusters that represented the 
small domain from normal BM  cells.  Therefore, deletion of chromosome 2 occurred 
mainly in a nonrandom fashion because the large domain was preferentially deleted in 8 
out of 10 cases in an average proportion of ~74% considering all 8 AML cases.
 By making the assumption that the large domain was deleted it may suggest a 
greater susceptibility of the homolog that showed the features described for the large 
domain.
As a possible parallel, the similarities in conformation between active and inactive X-
chromosomes compared with the large and small domain respectively, in chromosome 2 
may suggest that the difference in organization may  lead to a difference in transcriptional 
activity in the two homologs.
An initial assumption was that there may be no dynamic reorganization of the 
chromosomal domain after exposure to radiation.
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Therefore, the observed domain without the deletion should be the same domain that was 
present before the treatment.
However, differences observed in these cells, such as the non conservation of the 
domains shapes (small and large), projection of markers outside the domain and the 
observation within two cases where the proportion was different from the majority, made 
us think about a possible dynamic reorganization of the chromatin as part of the 
radiation-induced leukemogenic process.
An interesting point arising from these observations is related to what happens within 
bone marrow cells from irradiated mice that did not get  AML, or how about non 
irradiated mouse (with PU.1 deletion) that get AML.
Could the domain organizations be different due to the radiation? If there were no such 
changes it would imply that the AML process resulted in the domain structure differences 
and not to the radiation.
M3250 (2 Gy) showed presence of about 55% small domain and 45% large domain; and 
M3189 (3Gy) 38% small domain and 62% large domain.
A proportion of 53% of cells showed the small domain and 47% of the cells showed the 
large domain in the cell line 8016 as well.
Explanation for the proportions found in those samples leads to more questions than 
answers.
 Is there a dynamic rearrangement that leads to a reorganization of the chromatin to 
a progressive malignancy incompatible with the life of the mice?
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Are the measurements reflecting the initial events where the large domain was deleted 
due to the radiation track?   Or do the measurements show the results of the chromatin 
reorganization after clonal evolution within the mouse?  Does this reorganization 
occurring only within the mouse microenvironment or could it  happens in vitro as well? 
Could the time after irradiation have any influence in the results that  we obtained from 
the samples?   These questions are difficult to answer but they are driving us to new 
experimental approaches that will allow us to understand the mechanisms underlying 
radiation-induced AML.
4.8-Conclusions
Assuming a non dynamic reorganization of the chromatin within the radiation-induced 
AML samples, there appeared to be a trend toward a preferential deletion of the large 
domain.   Therefore, our hypothesis of preferential deletion of the small domain was 
incorrect for this study.
The initial hypothesis was based on the loop  formation of the chromatin where the two 
breakpoint clusters could come close enough to produce an illegitimate rejoin after the 
DSB formation.   Indeed, the proximities of the clusters within the small domain where 
much closer than the proximities of the clusters from the large domain; however, this 
closer proximity within the small domain does not confer any  bias or predisposition for 
the aberration formation.
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The deletion in the large domain may suggest that  a mechanism through which the 
deletion is not the result of proximity  resulting from a simple loop formation as assumed 
previously.
Additionally, the different marker arrangement phenotypes that are present in the AML 
samples so not always involved the three markers in exactly the same way.   As a result, 
again assuming a non dynamic reorganization of the chromatin and that  the deletion 
occurred due to the radiation, we could hypothesize the existence of more than one 
chromatin loop that involved pbc-PU.1 and PU.1-dbc.   Consequently, at least two tracks 
will be needed to be able to yield the large deletion (containing all the markers) but only 
one track to produce the deletion of the minimal deleted region (this model will be 
discussed in chapter 6).
Furthermore, dbc appears to be more sensitive to radiation(6,20,21) due to the high 
frequency of deletion found in this study.
Finally, the observations that suggested a dynamic reorganization of the chromatin within 
the radiation-induced AML might lead to new lines of research to answer new questions 
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CHAPTER V
GENETIC ANALYSIS OF THE GENOMIC IMPRINTING INFLUENCE AS 
POSSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR THE DELETION OF ONE COPY OF PU.1 AFTER 
IONIZING RADIATION.
INTRODUCTION
 5.1.1-Analogies Between Mouse Chromosome 2 and X-chromosome.
 In chapter 3 of this dissertation the visualization of chromosome 2 territories 
showed similarities in conformation and organization of the chromatin as had been 
reported by others with the X-chromosomes in mammalian females.
The small and large domains of mouse chromosome 2 homologs displayed features 
similar to the inactive (Xi); and the active (Xa) copies of the X-chromosome respectively. 
 We do not know whether differences in the functional activities of the large and 
small domains of chromosome 2 might also show some similar differences as well. 
Beyond the transcriptional activity differences for the X chromosomes, many other 
observations bearing on the relationship  between structure and function of chromatin 
within the interphase nucleus was well established a connection.
The actively transcribed regions of DNA have been shown to exist in an “open” 
conformation allowing accessibility for the transcription machinery(1-7).
The inactive regions tend to exist in a “closed” conformation since these regions are not 
actively transcribed but sequestered away from transcription making its chromatin more 
compact and inaccessible to the transcriptional proteins(8).
Within the context of the X-chromosome, Dietzel(9) and co-workers in 1999 has 
demonstrated a clear relationship  between structure/organization and function in Xa and 
Xi homologs.
Differences were shown in the three dimensional interphase distances between probe 
markers compared between two genes within the Xa and Xi domains.
The different distances between the genes reflected a different chromatin organization 
related to transcriptional activity and the regulation to the level of chromatin topology 
occurred as a result of hiding the inactive copy of a gene away  from the transcriptional 
process within the Xi domain.
The DNA inactivation mechanism of Xi and the genomic imprinting of genes are related 
and show the same result: regulation of gene expression.
The mechanism through which the inactivation of the X chromosome and the inactivation 
of imprinted genes is similar, but the only difference is that imprinting works in specific 




One characteristic of the regulation occurs through genomic imprinting, which has been 
shown to appear in clusters, linking multiple genes for regulation under the imprinted 
region for a coordinated regulation of a determined chromosomal domain(1-9).
The X-chromosome inactivation shares this mechanism involving imprinted regions, 
where X-chromosome has an inactivation control center(10) and imprinted regions have 
imprinting centers or imprinting control regions (ICR)(1,2).
Thus, genomic imprinting may be an important factor that could affect the organization 
and architecture of the chromosomal domain.
Additionally, data compiled by the Medical Research Council Harwell(11) described 
imprinted regions within mouse chromosome 2(11-16); along with another fifteen imprinted 
chromosomes.  Gene regulation through genomic imprinting is defined by the uniparental 
expression of a determined gene or gene cluster(1-16).
Thus, the genes or regions under imprinting express only  one of the two allelic copies, 
either maternal or paternal. Intrinsically, by definition an “imprinted” gene is the inactive 
or silent copy inherited from one of the parents(1-17).  From the viewpoint of chromatin 
structure, a transcriptionally  active or inactive region is related to the condensation or 
decondensation of the chromatin and in turn is intimately associated with both DNA and 
histone modifications(17-18).
 DNA methylation is considered the landmark of genomic imprinting and is a 
heritable modification that  typically  occurs by  the covalent addition of methyl groups to 
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cytosine residues in CpG dinucleotide sequences (CpG-islands)(1-20). Cytosine 
methylation occurs specifically  in the imprinting control region (ICR), which is a 
regulatory center for the regional control of imprinting or imprinted expression(1-21).
In addition, this methylation is species and tissue-specific and it is associated with DNA 
silencing(22).
 The main histone modification related to genomic imprinting is acetylation of 
histone H4, which induces important remodeling of the chromatin within the interphase 
nucleus.
Acetylation is a reversible modification that is regulated by histone acetyltransferases 
(HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs).
The acetylation of the H4 histone decreases the affinity of this histone for the DNA 
resulting in a relaxed DNA.
In the opposite case, when the histone H4 is deacetylated, the resulting events are related 
to DNA methylation, histone H1 activation, chromatin condensation, and gene 
silencing(26,28).
As shown in figure 5.1, genomic imprinting is expressed in the adult animal, however, 
during gametogenesis the imprinting pattern is erased and re-established by the end of the 
gametogenesis.   Thus, an adult mouse carries both maternal and paternal imprinting but 
during gametogenesis that  imprinting is erased; then the imprinting is re-established as 
either maternal imprinting in females or paternal imprinting in males during gamete 
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Figure 5.1: Genomic Imprinting cycle in mice.
 There is no available information about the PU.1 region in terms of genomic 
imprinting, but it is known that most of chromosome 2 shows imprinting.
However, it is mainly the proximal and distal regions of chromosome 2 that are 
imprinted(11,14) but there is no data associated to genomic imprinting in the minimal 
deleted region or PU.1.
To explore and test the possible effect of the genomic imprinting on the structure and 
organization of the chromatin in both small and large domain from mouse chromosome 2, 
I used a different mouse model that allowed us to differentiate the parental origin of each 
chromosome 2 inherited after fertilization for the hybrid offspring (F1) obtained from 
crosses between a C3H/HeNCrl and Tirano/EiJ mouse strain.
The latter has a translocation involving chromosome 2 and 8 which allows tracking of a 
paternal or maternal chromosome 2.
 As mentioned in chapter 1; the C3H/HeNCrl mouse strain is sensitive to AML 
induction after radiation treatment.  In addition, chromosome 2 within this mouse model 
is radiosensitive.
An example of this is the leukemia cell line 8016 generated after radiation treatment 
showing the typical deletion of mdr in one copy of chromosome 2.
 The other mouse strain used, Tirano/EiJ sub-strain Rb(2.8)2Lub, carries a 
Robertsonian translocation between chromosome 2 and 8 which, as mentioned above, is 




Thus, the work hypothesis tested was:
The domain structure is due to the influence of genomic imprinting; thus, by analyzing 
the chromosomal domains from C3H, it must show either small or large conformation 
in association to its parental origin (paternal or maternal copy).
5.3-Specific Aims
 Specific Aim 1: The first aim was to generate hybrid mice from crosses 
between Tirano females with C3H males and Tirano males with C3H females with 
the consequent derivation of offspring that carries the C3H/HeNCrl chromosomes 
of either paternal or maternal origin respectively.
 Specific Aim 2: Determination of the small and large domain in interphase 
bone marrow cells from offspring F1 (Tirano/EiJ ♀ x C3H/HeNCrl ♂) and from 
F1 (C3H/HeNCrl ♀ x Tirano ♂) by measuring the distance of the breakpoint 
clusters within C3H/HeNCrl chromosome 2 domain.
The detection of chromosome 2 from each mouse strain was possible due to the 
cytogenetic features of the mouse strains.
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 The use of both mouse strains, Tirano/EiJ sub-strain Rb (2;8) 2Lub and C3H/
HeNCrl, made possible to follow the maternal and paternal chromosome 2 in a hybrid F1 
(offspring), due to the Robertsonian translocation (2;8) that belongs to the Tirano/EiJ 
mouse strain.
As shown in figure 5.2, the karyotype of the hybrid offspring (F1) shows a metacentric 
chromosome (2;8) from the Tirano strain, while the other homolog is the typical 
acrocentric derived from C3H/HeNCrl.
Metaphase cells from the bone marrow from these hybrids show hybridization markers 
for the proximal and distal breakpoint cluster regions (pbc and dbc) in the acrocentric 
chromosome 2 from C3H/HeNCrl; and chromosome 8 marker in the metacentric 
chromosome 2 from the Tirano/EiJ mouse strain.
Therefore, this enables us to determine parental origin of each chromosome 2 in the 
offspring (F1) obtained.
The analysis of C3H/HeNCrl chromosome 2 domains was performed in interphase cells; 
therefore, the association of the chromosome 8 marker with one domain and not the other 
was important to determine what domain belong to C3H/HeNCrl mouse strain.
 This mouse model used in this experiments facilitated the identification of the 
parental origin of each homolog giving us a tool to determine whether the genomic 
imprinting plays a role in the differential organization of both homologs and the 








Bone Marrow from F1: Tirano X C3H
Figure 5.2: A) Metaphase showing chromosome 2 from Tirano/EiJ and C3H/HeNCrl 
in F1 Hybrid bone marrow cells.  B) Another metaphase cell showing all markers 
used.
5.2B Metaphase showing all markers and 
chromosome 2 paints in orange
5.4-Experimental Approach
 The transcriptional status of PU.1 gene throughout the hematopoiesis is highly 
regulated and becomes up-regulated or down-regulated depending on the fate of the 
specific hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)(23-25).
In addition, one more level of complexity in the regulation is conferred by the existence 
of genomic imprinting in several regions of chromosome 2.  It is well known since 1986 
when Cattanach et al.(12-14) described the distal region of mouse chromosome 2 as 
imprinted.
 In spite of more research is needed to detect other imprinted regions within 
chromosome 2, new genes have been discovered in the proximal and central region of 
chromosome 2.
Since genomic imprinting is produced in clusters, it  may be likely that the linkage group 
could involve a large region of chromosome 2 in the regulation through imprinting. 
Within chromosome 2 there are eleven imprinted genes already described as shown in 
Figure 5.3.   In addition, the figure 5.3 shows the location of the markers used for the 
distance measurements of the breakpoint cluster and PU.1.  Nine of the imprinted genes 
are in the distal region within the distal breakpoint cluster and two in the proximal region 
of the chromosome 2 without involving proximal breakpoint cluster. 




Figure 5.3: Imprinting map from mouse chromosome 2, idiogram and human 
homolog regions.  Data from MRC Harwell.
Cox et al. in 1991(26) used the concept of genomic imprinting trying to explain the causes 
of the deletion of only one copy of chromosome 2.
The possible explanations for the preferential gene loss they provided were:
A Differential mutability of maternally or paternally imprinted regions.
B Imprinted differences in suppressor gene activity that favors the loss of 
  the most active gene copy.
However, it is difficult to determine which homolog is the maternal or paternal copy(26).
Most of genetic studies on genomic imprinting have been done using mice with balanced 
translocations used to produce uniparental disomies and reveal the effect of parental 
origin(12,26,27).
Mice carrying Robertsonian (Rb) translocations occur in nature and for this particular 
experiment the use of Tirano mouse strain sub-strain Rb(2.8)2Lub, was a useful tool for 
identification of the parental origin of chromosome 2.
This Rb(2.8) generates a cytogenetic distinct metacentric chromosome that differs from 
the rest of the acrocentric complement(28).
As shown in Figure 5.4 below, the crosses between Tirano/EiJ Rb(2.8)2Lub and C3H/
HeNCrl generated offspring (F1) that were heterozygote for this specific cytogenetic 
marker with the corresponding paternal and maternal copy of chromosome 2 from C3H.
From these F1 mice, I proceeded to determine the domain size within the interphase cells 













Figure 5.4: Offspring (F1) from the crosses Tirano/EiJ male X C3H/HeNCrl female; and Tirano/
EiJ female X C3H/HeNCrl male; in addition, the expected genetic constitution considering the 
corresponding theoretical epigenetic modification.
Crosses Design to C3H/HeNCrl Chromosome 2 from Maternal and Paternal Origin
In other words, if the close and open configuration of the chromatin that we saw in the 
interphase is due to the genomic imprinting, we should be able to determine its parental 
origin.
Thus, I expect to observe that the most active copy of chromosome 2 shows an open 
conformation; therefore, a high proportion of cells would be expected to be associated 
with the large domain derived from either the maternal or the paternal copy  (but not in 
both) of C3H/HeNCrl chromosome 2 domain.
 Conversely, the less active copy of chromosome 2 should be transcriptionally more 
silenced and with a closed or more condensed conformation of the chromatin; in other 
words, a high proportion might be expected to be associated with the small domains.
In addition, the high proportion of either small or large domain has to be present  in either 
copy of chromosome 2, maternal or paternal, but not in both.
The question to answer first was whether the small or large domains conformation of the 
chromatin is influenced by the parental origin of chromosome 2 or whether it is a random 
event and there is no influence of the parental origin of the chromosome.
Taking into consideration where the loss of PU.1 occurs more frequently, I felt  it may be 
possible to define if there is any  parental influence in both the chromatin configuration 
and organization of the markers; consequently the result could suggest that the 
preferential copy deletion is influenced from either maternally or paternally inherited 




  C3H/HeNCrl and Tirano/EiJ
All C3H and Tirano/EiJ mice used in this experiment were obtained from Jackson 
laboratory (Bar Harbor, Maine 04609 USA) (http://www.jax.org/index.html).
The hybrid (F1) were bred in the laboratory  animal resources (L.A.R) here at CSU.   The 
mating was carefully followed in consideration to produce mice where the mother was a 
C3H/HeNCrl for one group that  I called C3H(Mat), and another group  where the father of 
the offspring was a C3H/HeNCrl and it was called C3H(Pat).
Therefore, I used the first generation (F1) of these crosses to perform the experiment.
 5.5.2-Cells
  Whole bone marrow (BM)
The femurs were obtained from the mice and the bone marrow was flushed out with a 5 
ml syringe and a 30-gauge needle.
The collected bone marrow in PBS was then centrifuged at 1,000 rpm and resuspended in 
8 ml of 7.5 mM KCl and 1.5 ml trypsin-EDTA.   The addition of trypsin dissolved the 
connective tissue characteristic from the bone marrow tissue to obtain a cleaner fixation 
to perform 3D-FISH.   After incubation at 37C the sample was filtered through a 40 um 
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mesh cell strainer mesh to reduce debris and cell clumps and thus obtain a cleaner cell 
suspension preparation.
The cell suspension was then fixed with methanol: acetic acid glacial (3:1).  The cell 
suspension was then dropped onto the slides which were then air-dried and aged for at 
least 3 days before further processing.
 5.5.3-BAC-clones, FISH, and image acquisition.
The Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes (BAC) clones were selected and ordered from the 
BACPAC resources center http://bacpac.chori.org/ as described in chapter 3.
In these experiments I used the following BAC clones: RP23-90A5 for pbc, RP23-409P4 
for dbc, and RP23-263H8 for the minimal deleted region.   Furthermore, clone 
RP23-325K19 was added to visualize mouse chromosome 8.   As described in previous 
chapters a whole chromosome 2 paint was used as well to identify the chromosome 2 
domains.  DNA was isolated and purified using alkaline lysis and according to 
instructions accompanying the QIAGEN filter Plasmid Maxi kit  (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) 
used.  The labeling of each BAC was made using a nick translation kit (Roche Applied 
Science, Indianapolis, IN).  The fluorochromes used to label the DNA were: green-dUTP 
(green for pbc), red-dUTP (red for the dbc) form Abbott Molecular (Abbott Park, IL); 
DEAC (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) (Cyan for mdr); and green-dUTP and red-dUTP 
(Yellow for chromosome 8 marker).
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Finally, whole chromosome 2 paint was biotin-labeled (Star-FISH®, Cambio, 
Cambridge, UK) and was visualized with Streptavidin-Alexa-647 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 
CA).
A solution containing 0.5 ul of each labeled BAC-probes was applied at a concentration 
of about 1 ng/ul to the slides.  The slides were cover-slipped and sealed with rubber 
cement.
Co-denaturation of probes and target DNA occurred at 80°C in hybridization mix 
(proprietary solution designed to optimize hybridization of multiple probes) for 5 minutes 
followed by incubation at 37°C overnight.
The coverslips were then removed and the slides washed in 50% formamide/2X SSC at 
43.5°C for 5 minutes followed by 3 washes in 2X SSC at 43.5°C for 5 minutes to remove 
any mismatched probe.
 The slides were counterstained with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, 
dihydrochloride) in an anti-fade solution, cover-slipped, and sealed.
Three dimensional deconvolution, reconstruction and distance measurements of the 
breakpoint clusters were performed as described in previous chapters using a 
combination of software such as ImageJ Software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/index.html - 
NIH), Autoquant sotfware (Media Cybernetics, inc; Bethesda, MD) and Metamorph 
(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).
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5.6-Results
 Bone marrow cells image stacks were 3D deconvoluted and reconstructed as 
previously described in chapter 2 of this dissertation.
The analysis of the interphase cells considered the positioning of the BAC markers used 
within the chromosomal domain to recognize chromosome territories that belong to either 
C3H/HeNCrl or Tirano/EiJ mouse strain in F1 cells.
Additionally, as shown in figure 5.5 the marker for chromosome 8 was key to identify the 
translocated chromosome 2 in interphase cells.
The measurements of the physical distances between the breakpoint clusters only  within 
the C3H/HeNCrl chromosomal domain showed the BAC-markers organization and 
chromosome 2 territories in both the maternal and paternal copies in the different 
offsprings.
The chromosomal domains within these samples are not comparable to the domains 
shape found in CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J.
Indeed, the domains were not similar to the described small and large domain described 
in previous chapters.   However, the organization of the BACs were mostly  identical to 
the organization found in the small domain.
The triangular organization and close distance (between 0-1.79 um) of the markers was 









Figure 5.5: Interphase cells from F1: tirano X C3H showing one normal chromosome 
2 from C3H and the translocated chromosome 2 from the Tirano strain.
Orange: chr 2 domain; green: proximal breakpoint cluster; Cyan: PU.1; red: distal 
breakpoint cluster; and yellow: chromosome 8 marker.
The distribution of distances in the maternal C3H/HeNCrl domains showed two peaks in 
the histogram showed in figure 5.6, where one peak (30%) was within the range 1.2-1.59 
um.
While the second peak (27%) was within the range 0.4-0.79 um.   The average value for 
this group of measurements was C3H(Mat)= 1.26 um and a standard deviation of 0.54 um.
On the other hand, as shown in figure 5.7, the paternal C3H/HeNCrl domain showed a 
similar distribution of breakpoint cluster distances compared to the distribution within the 
maternal domains.
Thus, the C3H/HeNCrl paternally derived chromosome 2 domain showed two peaks; one 
peak (32%) was within the range 1.2-1.59 um and the second peak (23%) was within 
0.4-0.79 um range.
Finally, the average for this group was C3H(Pat)= 1.19 um and a standard deviation of 0.58 
um.
 As shown in figure 5.8, the comparison between C3H(Pat) and C3H(Mat) showed 
identical breakpoint clusters distributions for both paternal and maternal copies.
The distribution of measurements within C3H(Pat) contains ~74% of these measurements 
falling within the range 0.4-1.59 um; and ~10% of the measurements were bigger than 2 
um.
 In comparison, within the maternal C3H(Mat) about 72% of the measurements were 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of distances distribution between C3H(Mat) and C3H(Pat).
5.7-Discussion
 The idea behind the experimental approach was that inactive and imprinted region 
of DNA have both histone and DNA modifications that affect the organization and 
architecture of the chromatin as seen in X-chromosome inactivation in mammalian 
females.
However, the inactive X-chromosome is an extreme case where almost the whole 
chromosome is inactive.   The same is not true in the imprinted mouse chromosome 2.
As mentioned above, imprinting in chromosome 2 is more complex than X-chromosome 
inactivation because within chromosome 2 the inactivation is partial or not total.
This partial inactivation is evident because there are regions with genes that are 
paternally expressed and other regions of maternally expressed genes within the same 
homolog.
In this case it is known that specific locations within the nucleus exist where genes being 
actively transcribed are located in close proximities to those that are silenced.
As an example, Dietzel et al. in 1999, showed that the distances between two genes were 
related to the transcriptional activity of the genes within the X-chromosomes.
ANT 2 (adenine nucleotide translocase 2) is an active gene only in Xa, but ANT 3 is 
expressed in both Xa, and Xi.
Thus, the three dimensional distances of the 2 genes within Xa were closer than the 
distances of the same genes in Xi.
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The inactive copy of ANT 2 appeared located in the interior of Xi; in contrast, the active 
copy of ANT 2 and both active copies of ANT 3 were located in a more peripheral 
location.
This suggested a topological influence of the gene expression regulation.  The same 
situation is seen in imprinted chromosomes, where the imprinted genes are grouped in 
determined location away from the genes that are actively transcribed(29-31).
The influence of the Robertsonian translocation in the final organization of the whole 
genome or even within the translocated chromosome 2 is unknown.   Therefore, we do 
not know the influence of the translocated chromosome in the context of the whole 
chromatin organization.
I observed that the distances of the breakpoint clusters within C3H domains showed the 
same distances distribution in both maternal and paternal copy  without  showing any 
difference in organization of the markers.
As shown in figure 5.9, considering the cluster marker distance differences discussed in 
previous chapters, the measurements of the clusters within C3H(Mat) and C3H(Pat) showed 
that 85% and 84% of the measurements respectively, were less than 1.79 um.
These values established as a reference for the small domain.
While for the large domain (values bigger than 2 um) was observed in 10% of the 
measurements for C3H(Pat) and 9% for C3H(Mat).
The rest of the measurements falls into the region of undetermined domain values 



































Figure 5.9: Comparison of distances distribution between C3H(Mat) and C3H(Pat).
5.8-Conclusions
 The experimental data showed no evidence of any influence in the chromosomal 
domain conformation in relationship to the genomic imprinting occurring in mouse 
chromosome 2.   The influence of genomic imprinting on the conformation of the 
chromosomal domains cannot be demonstrated based on the difference expected for the 
maternal and paternal copy of chromosome 2 within interphase cells.
All chromosome 2 domains from C3H/HeNCrl showed breakpoint clusters distances and 
organization of the domains similar to the small domain in both maternal and paternal 
copies.
Therefore, I concluded that the suggested preferential deletion of the large domain does 
not seem to be influenced by  genomic imprinting.   Consequently, genomic imprinting 
does not influence the conformation and organization of the chromatin in the small and 
large domain in mouse chromosome 2 within the mouse model used in these experiments.
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CHAPTER VI
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
INTRODUCTION
 6.1-Deletions and Breakpoint Clusters Distance Measurements
 While the mechanisms of radiation-induced leukemogenesis are not well 
understood, some features have been established using mouse models.  One interesting 
outcome from such studies is the observation of large variation among mouse strains in 
genetic predisposition and sensitivity to develop  acute myeloid leukemia (AML) after 
radiation exposure.  Cytogenetic features have become an important tool that associates 
specific chromosomal aberrations and the development of AML.  The deletion of a 
specific region of mouse chromosome 2 is observed in a very high proportion of all 
radiation-induced AML samples.
Loss of PU.1 gene, located within a minimal deleted region (mdr), and a point mutation 
detected in the second allele of this gene appears as prerequisite for AML development.
It has been suggested that the deletion of the mdr in mouse chromosome 2 is due to the 
mis-repair of initial DNA damage or lesion caused after the initial exposure to a 
leukemogenic dose of radiation. 
Most studies(1-10) reported to date are focused on cytogenetic data from total bone marrow 
cells without focusing on the subsets known as progenitor and hematopoietic stem cells, 
likely to be the actual target cell population from which AML develops.  Therefore, in the 
present study, the analysis was also performed in isolated hematopoietic stem cells to test 
the initial hypothesis that proposed a close distance of the breakpoint clusters to account 
for a higher frequency of deletions in chromosome 2 in the regions surrounding the PU.1 
gene.
There are two important factors to be considered: one is the time when the breaks 
surrounding the deletions are produced and second is the physical distance where the 
breaks are produced.
So, the probability  to produce at least two DNA-DSBs needed to form the breaks 
required for an exchange in a time interval short enough to allow an interaction between 
them increase with the dose, because more breaks are formed at a given time.  Second, 
we have to consider the physical proximity  where this two DNA-DSB are produced 
within the nucleus.   Thus, the closer the broken-ends are of each other the greater are the 
chances to interact between them.   Therefore, if these regions are in close proximity 
before the DSBs are produced, there might be a higher probability  of mis-rejoining 
between these DSBs generated by the radiation exposure.
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 The spatial arrangement of genes and chromosomes within the nucleus is 
nonrandom but organized in a tissue-dependent manner that generates a tissue-specific 
pattern.  The architecture and organization of the chromatin in every tissue determine 
what set of genes will be sharing positions or locations within the nucleus to be actively 
transcribed or actively  silenced(11).  For instance, the set of genes that are needed and 
actively transcribed within the corresponding spacial organization in the nucleus of an 
epithelial cell are different from those needed in a blood cell.   Therefore, the most likely 
partners available for mis-rejoining after rupture of DNA would be expected to differ for 
different cell types.
As an example, in human chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), several authors(11-13) showed 
that the partners genes (ABL in human chr9 and BCR in human chr22) implicated in the 
development of CML were in close proximity  in blood cells but not  in epithelial cells. 
Additionally, Kozubek in 1997 showed(14) that in lymphocytes the distances between 
ABL and BCR genes were in very  close proximity (0.2 and 0.3 um) in about 8% of the 
sample cells, suggesting that the proximity of those genes in that fraction of cell may 
account for the oncological transformation.
 However, what distance is considered “close proximity” concerning the distances 
in which chromosome breaks may interact to form exchanges.
Based in some early studies(14-23), the resulting free ends formed after the production of 
chromosome breaks may interact if they are formed within perhaps around 0.1 to 1.0 um 
of each other.  This large range of interaction implies that there are some movements of 
the free ends to be able to interact between them.  Therefore, two regions are considered 
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in proximity (likely to interact) if they are at a distance less than 1 um.  Larger distances 
are considered to be less favorable for an interaction between the formed broken ends.
Another comparative data from Kozubek showed(14) the same percentage (~8%) of cells 
displayed very close proximity of c-MYC gene (human chromosome 8) and IgH gene 
(human chromosome 14) in B-lymphocytes.  This proximity (0.2-0.3 um) appeared to 
bias the production of the translocation between those chromosomes that are necessary 
for the induction of Burkitt’s lymphoma(14) in humans.  Further suggestions implicated 
that the interphase distance is an important factor for the predisposition of this aberrant 
rearrangement that lead to the development of the disease.
By comparison, the proportion of cells examined in my research showed that 6.8% of 
HSCs and 5.7% of WBM from CBA/CaJ showed proximal and distal breakpoint clusters 
within a distance range of 0-0.4 um from each other.
Consequently, this observation leads to the question of how many  cells presenting close 
proximities of the breakpoints are enough to be likely to result in a radiation-induced 
deletion that could evolve into a cancer cell.
 As perviously mentioned, a paper published by Nikiforova(24) and co-workers in 
2000 was the driving force that suggested the approach taken in this dissertation 
concerning the possible influence of the proximity of radiation-induced breakpoints in 
cells on the yield of chromosomal rearrangements.   They reported data about radiation-
induced thyroid cancer in which there was a correlation between a close proximity in 
thyroid cells of the two loci whose rearrangement is essential for the development of 
human thyroid cancer.  H4 and RET genes are in very close proximity in normal thyroid 
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cells showing a closer distance than expected based in a random separation of two loci 
tethered on a DNA molecule free to move about by Brownian motion.  In a high 
proportion of cells (about 35% of cells) the distance was less than 0.2 um, when the 
expected separation was much larger.
In mammary  epithelial cells the separation was similar to expectations.  The proportion of 
mammary  epithelial cells having this close proximity  of loci followed expectation. 
Radiation-induced tumor development in human thyroid cells(25) shows a recurrent 
inversion in chromosome 10 that leads to an mis-rejoining between the RET gene and H4 
gene; despite the linear distance between these two genes being known to be about 30 
MB apart.
Therefore, the argument presented by Nikiforova and her co-workers is that if a high 
proportion of cells have two breakpoint regions in close proximity there would be a 
higher proportion of cells that might have the required rearrangement than would be the 
case in other cell types where there is no close proximity in the vast majority of cells.
Based on that model, it  was felt that perhaps the same mechanism could lead to the 
rearrangement that  occurs in mouse chromosome 2, resulting in loss of the mdr in CBA/
CaJ bone marrow cells that are susceptible to radiation-induced AML, whereas there 
might not be a high proportion of such cells with the close proximity in C57BL/6J mice 
that do not develop either spontaneous or radiation induced AML.  Results of the present 
study; however, showed no difference between interphase distances of the proximal and 
distal breakpoint cluster region markers used for CBA/CaJ compared to the C57BL/6J 
mouse bone marrow cells; suggesting that the difference in sensitivity to develop AML is 
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not related to the physical distance of the breakpoint clusters.  Alternatively, we 
investigated the possibility  that the sensitivity difference could be related to other factors 
such as epigenetic changes in chromosome 2 or apoptotic rate and microenvironment 
influence as discussed below.
 While the comparison of distances between the breakpoint cluster regions 
associated with radiation-induced deletions in chromosome 2 within interphase bone 
marrow, HSCs, and fibroblast cells from CBA/CaJ and C57BL/6J mouse strain did not 
bear out the expectation discussed above, the resulting measurements did yield the 
following very interesting and unexpected result.  The distances between the clusters 
showed a clear bimodal distribution that  suggested differences in chromatin organization 
within each homolog of a given cell.  One homolog, presented a close proximity  of 
breakpoint clusters with average values in whole bone marrow cells of 1.24 um and in 
HSCs of 0.95 um, while within the other homolog, the data has shown an average 
distance in whole bone marrow of 2.4 um and HSCs of 2.11 um, suggesting that within 
this homolog the possibility  of interaction is less likely  to occur because the distance is 
larger.  Therefore, this result would suggest that it may  be less likely for the potential 
DNA breaks to be able to participate in the process of mis-rejoining between the 
breakpoint clusters in that homolog.  Although, actual direct measurement data on the 
homolog in which the deletion occur are not  available, if we considered that the mdr 
deletion occurs predominantly in one homolog, this might well be happening in the 
homolog that presented the closer distances of the breakpoint clusters even when we were 
expecting an average of 0.2 um of distance between the cluster regions.
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Based on the results, we would suggest the possibility  that this difference in the expected 
average distances of the breakpoint cluster regions could give us a closer proximity 
within the small domain if further experiments were carried out in which the whole 
length of the clusters were marked using 10 BAC-probes to cover the entire proximal 
breakpoint cluster (10 MB) and 3 BAC-probes for distal breakpoint cluster (3 MB). 
With this higher 1Mb resolution visualization of the clusters may accurately  display the 
actual distances of the potential breakpoints.
Thus, in this way it may be possible to find a more accurate picture of the chromatin 
configuration in that region and perhaps the average distance between breakpoint clusters 
within the small domain would then reveal the closer proximity expected originally.
 6.2-Chromatin Conformation
 As already mentioned, chromatin conformation has an important role in the 
organization and location of the breakpoint clusters within each homolog in interphase 
cells.   The observation of a differential organization in chromosome 2 domains led us to 
think about differences in the configuration and architecture of the chromatin in 
interphase.   The domain of one chromosome 2 homolog is smaller or more condensed 
than the other showing a closer proximity of clusters, leading us to expect a bias in the 
probability  of a radiation-induced deletion occurring in the small domain but not in the 
large domain due to greater likelihood of interaction between the breaks to form a 
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deletion.  This possible association was the basis for carrying out the measurements to 
begin with.   The analysis of AML samples showed a high proportion of cells (in average 
~74% of cells in eight out of ten AML cases analyzed) in which the non-deleted domain 
actually displayed features of the small domain; suggesting that  the large domain in those 
cells was deleted in contradiction to the expected deletion occurring predominantly  in the 
small domain.
 At this point, however, we still cannot discard this option entirely because we do 
not know whether one domain or the other was actually  more frequently deleted 
immediately after the initial exposure to radiation.  Further, the cells analyzed in ten 
AML samples had a considerable amount of variant cells and one dominant deleted cell 
sub-population that was present in high proportion.   Only  one cell sample, cell line 8016, 
showed a homogeneous population with 98% of cells showing the same deletion, with 1 
out of 58 cells showing a variant cell feature.
Several studies (3-7, 25-33) have failed to show evidence of an initial clonal expansion of the 
leukemia cells but instead showed an initial production of a wide variety of aberrations 
suggesting that some additional mutations may be required to transform the pre-leukemic 
cells to the fully transformed leukemogenic state where the mutated cells may  acquired a 
proliferative advantage over the normal cell population.  However, the proliferative 
advantage acquired by the mutant cells was not experimentally demonstrated here.
It would appear that only the concept of clonal expansion can explain the presence of 
certain clones with mdr deletion in a high proportion in cell samples from a mouse with a 
fully  developed AML.  This raises the following questions.  First, if there is clonal 
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expansion of the pre-leukemic cell that acquired the mutation, is the mutation present  in 
the HSCs or progenitor cells population?  Second, if chromosome 2 deletion is the initial 
event; then; is the other allele mutation, present  in a high frequency right after radiation 
exposure?
 The LOH analysis(33) performed by  Rigat et al 2001, in (CBA/H X C57BL/6) F1 
bone marrow progenitor stem cells (short- and long-term repopulating cells) 
demonstrated that the frequency of LOH in chromosome 2 after 3 Gy gamma-ray total 
body irradiation was not different from any other region in chromosomes not  involved in 
radiation-induced AML.
This analysis showed that the proportion of LOH within the mdr in chromosome 2 was 
not produced in a higher frequency compared with other regions in chromosomes 4, 11 
and 14, which are not involved in radiation-induced AML.
The LOH analysis was done in cells obtained from short-term and long-term clonogenic 
assays performed both “in vivo” and “in vitro” as follows:
After whole body irradiation, bone marrow was collected and two procedures were 
carried out:
1) In vitro: cells were cultured in petri dishes for 8 to 11 days (colony formation)
2) In vivo: cells were transplanted into an irradiated recipient  mouse for 11, 20, 30 and 
120 days.  Then, at each time point BM was collected, the cells were pooled, using a 
fraction of cells to cultured them (in vitro) and the other fraction was transplanted in 
another recipient mouse to obtain spleen colonies (in vivo).
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The results of the analysis showed no high frequency of LOH within mdr in chromosome 
2 compared with any other region mentioned above in 8, 11, 20, 30, and 120 days after 
transplantation(33).
 Therefore, it is possible that the initial events occurring after irradiation may not be 
only the characteristic deletion of chromosome 2, but a dynamic evolution of the stem 
cell compartment in the bone marrow.  This, along with a radiation-induced unstable 
genome could lead to changes that may provoke malfunction and transformation of the 
normal HSC to pre-leukemic and leukemic cells.  Along with the chromosome 2 deletion 
a dynamic evolution includes changes and selection of those changes that may provide 
growth advantages.
Several lines of research suggested(5,11,34-36) that irradiation treatment triggers a dynamic 
reorganization of the genome leading to the characteristic features found in mice that 
have developed AML several months after treatment.
Qualitative and quantitative observations from the analysis of interphase nuclei 
performed in this study displayed a unique feature within chromosome 2 domains.   Both 
homologs presented a different organization when compared to each other in normal non-
irradiated cells.  Although, we do not know the significance of the this differential 
organization of the chromatin within each domain, certainly it can be used as reference 
tool (Figure 6.1) to answer questions that may arise from these experiments.  For 
example, is this different organization of the domains a reflection of a different 
organization that influences the radiosensitivity  of that region?  Is there a preferential 
deletion of one of the chromosome 2 domain in radiation-induced AML?
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Figure 6.1: Small (H1) and large (H2) chromosome 2 domains..  A: normal bone 
marrow cell in 2D.  B: Normal CBA HSC in 3D.  The chromosomal territories are 
labeled with whole chromosome painting-(Alexa-647 labeled probes).  PU.1 in DEAC; 
dbc in Spectrum red and pbc in Spectrum green.
H2
H1
6.1 A: Normal CBA BM
6.1 B: Normal CBA HSC
2D
3D
Is the organization of each domain maintained after the radiation exposure?   Is this 
different organization of the domains related or independent to gene expression 
regulation such as genomic imprinting?
 Genomic imprinting is conceptually important since the organization of the 
chromatin is different within the two homologs that are regulated through imprinting. 
Thus, it was suggested that the influence of genomic imprinting may bias the occurrence 
of the deletion toward the non-imprinted (or active) copy(37).
LaSalle in 1997, provided some evidence of temporal and spatial association of two loci 
(Prader-Willi syndrome and Angelman syndrome) paternally  and maternally imprinted 
respectively in normal human cells(22).  The typical association between the imprinted 
copies was distorted due to the loss of the imprinted status of PWS or AS locus in the 
cells of the respective patients.   They demonstrated that a reorganization of the 
chromatin was related to the disease.
The present study did not  showed an association of the chromatin conformation of the 
domains, either small or large, with the parent of origin.  The result of the experiments 
showed no influence of the genomic imprinting in the chromatin organization in the 
mouse model used.   At this point, however, we cannot reject completely  the influence of 
the genomic imprinting.  Imprinted genes are themselves grouped themselves within the 
nucleus but we do not know how dominant could that feature be within the context of the 
overall nuclear architecture.   However, the data suggest that deletion nearly always 
occurred in one copy of PU.1, leaving still the unanswered question of whether the 
chromatin conformation has some influence in the deletion of only one PU.1 copy.
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 The analysis of AML samples performed gave some clues and opened more 
question about the characteristic of the radiation-induced AML, but the observations and 
data were obtained from animals that  fully developed AML and it  did not involve any 
proof of an event, such as mdr deletion, that could have occurred initially on IR exposure 
time.
A comparison between the chromosome 2 domains in both normal non-irradiated and 
radiation-induced AML samples showed a change in the organization of the chromatin 
that may be related to changes caused by the IR instead of changes provoked by the 
deletion in chromosome 2.
In addition, the wide spectrum of aberrations (specifically  referred to the different 
combination of makers deleted) found with the markers used to label the breakpoint 
clusters and PU.1 showed that deletions of different sizes are compatible with the 
development of AML in agreement with previous studies.
 The most frequent deletion found within the samples in this study was a large 
deletion that involved [pbc, PU.1, and dbc] in one homolog and was present in 4 out of 
10 AML cases (with an average of 62.3% of cells that carry  that mutation).   The second 
most frequent deletion involved one copy of PU.1 and dbc in 3 out of 10 AML cases 
(with an average of 59% of cells that carry that mutation).   In agreement with others, 
there is no evidence that the most frequent deletion [PU.1, pbc, dbc] will guarantee the 
outgrowth of these cells in the fully developed AML, suggesting the requirement of 
additional mutations for the development of AML.
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The most frequent deletion found was PU.1-dbc-pbc; however, this deletion appeared in 
low frequency in other sample cells that bear high frequency of other deletions such as, 
for example, deletions of PU.1-dbc.   Therefore, the observation suggests that some 
additional mutations are needed, besides the deletion, to favor the outgrowth of a 
determined cell that carries a specific deletion that always involve PU.1, and that cells 
retaining one copy of mdr will potentially form AML.
The analysis of these samples was made based on the idea of determining whether the 
mdr deletion occurred within the small or large domain.
However, despite the conclusion that suggested that the deletion occurred frequently 
within the large domain of chromosome 2, it seems likely to be the result of a dynamic 
reorganization of the chromatin instead.
The unorganized architecture of the chromosomal domain and the projection of some of 
the markers outside the chromosomal territories showed evidence of the chromatin 
perturbation in irradiated cells when compared with normal unirraditated cells.
There also might be other changes, such as epigenetic changes and expression profile 
changes, within the cells that may occur and that could play  an important role in 
leukemogenesis, perhaps, by accelerating the mutation rate resulting in genomic 
instability within the cells after exposure.   Thus, the increased yield and accumulation of 
mutations during the latency period could lead to gaining the conditions needed to 
develop AML.
This is a complex process that involves more aspects and factors that go beyond the focus 
of this research but it  is important to consider the overwhelming data to expand the 
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concepts and explore future directions.  Epigenetic changes, apoptosis, and the 
microenvironment effects appear to represent important  factors to be involved in 
chromosomal aberration formation, development and evolution of radiation-induced 
AML, and sensitivity to radiation-induced AML.
 6.3-Epigenetic Changes Occur After Ionizing Radiation
 The radiation exposure not only  affects the physical structure of the DNA but also 
function and regulation efficiency of different genes.  Epigenetic changes such as loss of 
methylation patterns(38-41), and change in gene expression profile(31,42) are the most 
relevant alteration associated with cancer.
Under the notion of “multi-stage mechanism(43-45) of carcinogenesis”(44-46), radiation is 
known as a potent “initiator” of the carcinogenic process, however, it is not known what 
mechanism underlies the initiation step.   Trosko(47,48) in 1989 and 1990, referred as 
initiated cell to an irreversible or stable conversion of a normal stem or progenitor cell 
into a “pre-malignant” cell.  This pre-malignant cell has the inability  to differentiate but 
keeps its ability of division.
The interesting implication of the premalignant cell definition is that ionizing radiation 
may produce changes in normal stem cells at the DNA level (translocations and 
deletions) and may be more important at the epigenetic level producing a wide genome 
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demethylation leading to genomic instability setting up the pre-malignant phenotype due 
to inactivation, activation and/or deregulation of important genes.
In general, the trend of normal cells show an increase in the methylation status during the 
differentiation pathway.  On the other hand, radiation-induced leukemia cells have shown 
an hypomethylated status compared to normal hematopoietic cells(39-41).
Giotopoulus and co-workers in 2006 reported differences of methylation pattern after 
total body irradiation of AML-sensitive CBA mouse strain and AML-resistant C57BL/6 
mouse strain.   Hypomethylation levels are detected in bone marrow cells from CBA 
mice 10 to 14 days after 3 Gy X-rays irradiation.
However, this hypomethylation was not detected in C57BL/6 mice after the same time, 
showing a return to control levels of wide genome methylation.   Cellularity  levels 
reached control levels after 10 to 14 days after irradiation due to the intense HSCs 
cycling to recover a homeostatic level of cells after the cell death produced by  the 
radiation.   This data suggest that AML-sensitive mouse strains can develop AML due to 
the persistence of hypomethylated pre-malignant cells.  Meanwhile, AML-resistant 
mouse strain eliminates all hypomethylated cells after treatment, even long time after 
exposure (see below), however, there is no mechanism described.   Comparatively, 
methylation profiles of radiation-induced AML samples showed the same degree of 
hypomethylation as the irradiated samples analyzed 14 days after irradiation treatment(39).
 The analysis of the radiation-induced AML cases done in this study showed an 
unorganized conformation of the chromosome domains compared to normal non-
irradiated samples.  However, there no evidence of whether this lack of organization of 
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the chromatin is due to the radiation exposure or to the development of AML. 
Furthermore, the loss of wide genome methylation could be important as a probable 
cause for the loss of organization of the chromosomal domains in irradiated cells.
In addition, Trosko in 2005 suggested that an initiation inducer such as radiation could 
block the asymmetrical cell division of a stem cell producing and increase in stem cell 
population through symmetrical division, blockage of differentiation, maintaining 
immortality  and resistance to apoptosis.  This observation could be, again, a consequence 
of the methylation pattern erasure caused by radiation, turning off the differentiation 
chances of these cells.
 6.4-The Role of apoptosis in Radiation-Induced AML Mouse Models: 
  Implications in  Radiation Sensitivity.
 The possible explanation behind the sensitivity to develop  AML observed in CBA 
mouse strain may be related to the efficiency in the elimination of the damaged cells.
Cell killing is one of the causes that could induce the phase of “promotion” that leads to 
clonal expansion of the survivor stem cells that are likely to be pre-malignant cells.
Normal bone marrow cells represent  one of the most hypomethylated adult  tissues and 
this fact is associated with the relative radiosensitivity.  A comparison between different 
tissues and bone marrow showed as true this correlation(37).  In general, radiosensitivity is 
related to cell death (apoptosis) as a result  of the injury  done into the integrity  of the cells 
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by the radiation.  Therefore, the proportion of apoptosis in response to IR is higher in 
hypomethylated tissues decreasing toward the more methylated (differentiated) tissues.
 Several studies have demonstrated(34,35,49-51) that for the same radiation dose CBA 
and C57BL/6 mouse strains showed different cell death proportions in certain cell 
populations.
Thus, AML-resistant mouse strain (C57BL/6), presented a greater proportion of apoptosis 
than the AML-sensitive mouse strain (CBA), leading to a greater cellularity  reduction 
after irradiation.
These studies suggested that the AML-resistant mouse strain may eliminate more 
efficiently the damaged cells or potentially malignant cells than CBA, which result in the 
resistant phenotype to AML development of C57BL/6.  The consequent elimination of 
bone marrow cells stimulate the expansion of the surviving initiated cells in CBA; while 
in C57BL/6 only undamaged or cells with permissible levels of damage would be 
expanded.
 Finally, Kadhim and co-workers in 2003 reviewed the association between 
chromosomal instability  and apoptosis in a comparison between CBA and C57BL/6 bone 
marrow cells.  The data showed an inverse relationship between chromosomal instability 
and apoptosis in these strains(52).  The observations obtained were that AML-resistant 
strain showed more apoptosis, and no genomic instability (chromosomal instability), 
while, AML-sensitive mouse strain showed less proportion of apoptosis and an increase 
in chromosomal instability following radiation exposure.  In addition, the data shown 
provide evidence that at high doses (1-3 Gy) there is a clear inverse relationship  between 
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apoptosis and chromosomal instability; however, the relationship is not clear at lower 
doses (0.1 Gy) suggesting that a more complex mechanism is activated only at higher 
doses (Figure 6.2).  After 1Gy, they reported an increase in the proportion of cells with 
chromosomal aberrations and a decrease of apoptosis in CBA mice compared to control. 
However, the opposite is observed in C57BL/6 mice, showing a decrease of 
chromosomal aberration along with the increase in apoptosis proportion.
It is important to notice that the percentage of apoptotic cells in C57BL/6 at 1 day, and 
more interestingly, at 365 days post-irradiation was still showing a very high proportion 
in C57BL/6; whereas, in CBA apoptosis is almost inexistent 365 days after exposure 
(Table 6.1)(52-54).
This fact may suggest  that a lower proportion of apoptosis could enhance the chances of 
appearance and evolution of pre-leukemic cells in CBA; meanwhile, C57BL/6 eliminates 
more efficiently all potentially malignant cells, even long time after exposure.
 6.5-Microenvironment, Target Cells, and Radiation Exposure
 Finally, an important factor that influences the development of radiation-induced 
AML is thought to be the microenvironment.  The stromal cells in the bone marrow (BM) 
are the responsible for the homeostatic regulation of the hematopoietic system. 
Therefore, it is logical to think that ionizing radiation will produce an alteration of the 




Figure 6.2:   Delayed genomic instability and apoptosis determined in BM from 
CBA and C57BL/6.  BM cells were irradiated in vitro with 0.1 and 1 Gy X-rays 
and chromosomal aberration (Kadhim et al 1999) and apoptosis proportion 
(Green et al 2001) were determined.  [Kadhim 2003]
Table 6.1:   Differences in genetic predisposition to radiation induced apoptosis. 
Apoptosis proportion in BM from CBA and C57BL/6 determined by Annexin 
V assay (Green et al 2001) 1 day and 365 days after exposure to γ-rays.
the ionizing radiation, and that could lead to a failure in the regulation of proliferation 
and differentiation of the HSCs as described below.
There are several observations that suggest  the role and importance of the 
microenvironment in the progression and maintenance of AML.  Lorimore in 2005 
demonstrated(55) the influence of the microenvironment in radiation-induced genomic 
instability and the production of chromosomal instability in non-irradiated cells 
transplanted in irradiated mouse recipient.  In bone marrow transplantation experiments, 
in vitro irradiated (with either gamma or alpha radiation) and non-irradiated BM cell 
from male mouse were transplanted into an irradiated female recipient.  The results 
showed that the progeny  of the irradiated BM repopulated the recipient bone marrow 
presenting, however, delayed cytogenetic aberrations characteristic of chromosomal 
instability.
Furthermore, a mixture of irradiated and non-irradiated (cells that carry a cytogenetic 
marker [Rt(14;15)]) showed increasingly  more chromosomal aberration in the progeny of 
both irradiated and non-irradiated BM cells.  Whereas, non-irradiated cells kept in culture 
(non-transplanted) showed no chromosomal aberrations in any of the time points 
analyzed (10, 30, 100 days post-transplantation).
 The chromosomal aberrations found in the progeny of the irradiated donors can be 
explained as a consequence of genomic instability.   However, the chromosomal 
aberration found in the non-irradiated donors cannot be explained through the concept of 
genomic instability.  The observation suggested that the occurrence of chromosomal 
aberration could be a result  of the microenvironment influence.  Thus, the injury 
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produced into the recipient  mice through IR exposure is, in some way, recorded and 
produced a long term response.  Furthermore, other groups(33,34,56-59) have found that the 
responses to IR are genotype-dependent, thus, comparing CBA and C57BL/6 mouse 
strains confirmed the different responses associated to each strain.
These observations showed that within the BM  compartment at  6 hs and 24 hs after 
irradiation there is an immunological response that  interacts with the BM 
microenvironment to produce a response to the injury produced.
Macrophages activation occurred in both mouse strains; however, this response is 
genotype-dependent.   Thus, CBA presented a pro-inflammatory  response defined as M1-
like phenotype.  M1-like response is characterized by  the production of nitric oxide (NO) 
produced by the macrophages that have migrated to the BM  starting a pro-inflammatory 
reaction within the HSCs microenvironment.   This inflammatory response produces 
potentially damaging response.
On the other hand, C57BL/6 macrophages produce the opposite response observed in 
CBA, an anti-inflammatory response.   This response is defined as M2-like phenotype 
and is characterized by the reduction of NO and the production of polyamines and 
proline, which act as antioxidants and stimulates tissue regeneration.
Initially, before irradiation, macrophages from both mouse strains showed M1-like 
phenotype; however, after irradiation, only macrophages from C57BL/6 switches to M2-
like phenotype in response to IR.  In addition, the gene expression profile showed ~200 
genes differentially expressed(54).
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In vitro experiments showed that there is no activation of macrophages in response to the 
IR, which implies that the response is a tissue response.
Further data(34), demonstrated that cytogenetic aberration was induced after exposure of 
clonogenic cells to conditioned media by bone marrow or bone marrow macrophages 
obtained from CBA, but it was not seen when exposed to conditioned media or BM 
macrophages from C57BL/6.
Additionally, they  found that the signaling molecules implicated in CBA response were 
NO and TNF-alpha (major pro-immflamatory cytokine secreted by macrophages [TNF 
alpha can induce DNA damage, including DNA strand breaks]), which effect was 
reversed (less chromosomal aberration induced) by using antibodies (anti-TNF-alpha) 
and NO scavengers.
The modification within the microenvironment is not only made by macrophages, but the 
endosteal niche change and conditioned the progression and maintenance of potentially 
leukemic cells.  Ayala in 2009, described(60) that there is a strong modulation of the pre-
leukemic and leukemic cells by both cell-cell interaction (leukemic-stromal (fibroblast)) 
and through soluble factors (anti-apoptotic) that prevent apoptosis by up-regulation of 
Bcl-2 family proteins.
Overall, there are two main concepts leading to two major ideas; one represented for 
what is known as the target cell  hypothesis where mutations in the target cell generated 
by ionizing radiation seems to be the main cause for radiation-induced AML.
The other idea is related to the BM microenvironment response to the radiation injury 
known as untargeted cell effect of the ionizing radiation.
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These two different concepts are supported for enough evidence that can meet a common 
model to understand the IR effects that  may cause the development of radiation-induced 
AML.
This dissertation was focused mainly  in the target cell hypothesis and the above 
observations and considerations led to the main starting point for the studies described in 
this study.
The starting hypothesis was that the nuclear organization of chromosome 2 differs in 
bone marrow cells between CBA and C57BL/6 mice in such a way that the breakpoint 
cluster regions involved in the PU.1 deletions are in closer proximity in the CBA bone 
marrow cells than in the C57BL/6 bone marrow cells.
The experimental result, while negative, led to the observation that the interphase 
organization of the chromosome 2 domains within the same cells was different, and have 
arisen the question of whether deletions of PU.1 in radiation induced AML cells 
preferentially  involved preferentially one or the other domain; and finally what might be 
the underlying cause of the different organization of the two chromosome 2 domains and 
even a possible dynamic reorganization of the chromatin within the radiation-induced 
AML cells.
All these observation can be explore in future experimental designs to deeply understand 
the dynamic of the chromatin after exposure to ionizing radiation, and ultimately, 
understand whether that dynamic is involved in radiation-induced AML.
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 6.6-A Model of Events Leading to Radiation-induced AML
Some important events are summarized with this hypothetical model describing what 
could be the pathway leading to the development of radiation-induced AML in CBA/CaJ 
mice.
Initially, the homeostatic state of the stem cells in the bone marrow is based on the 
stationary state of mostly quiescent HSCs in an adult mouse.  A very small number of 
these cells enter to the cell cycle to maintain the proper number of cells within each 
compartment of the BM.
Cells have to decide whether they differentiate into multi-potential progenitor (MPP) or 
self-renew during the normal hematopoiesis.  The homeostatic regulation involve 
interactions between HSCs and the stromal cells to control cell replication and 
differentiation and to maintain the hierarchical hematopoietic system.
 After irradiation, the normal hematopoietic homeostasis is disrupted and both the 
HSCs cells and the microenvironment are altered.  Effects of IR in the microenvironment 
involve aberrant responses that may  affect the proper control of proliferation and 
differentiation of the HSCs.  Secretion of cytokines and expression of membrane 
molecules in cells from the microenvironment is genotype-dependent and will define the 
destiny of the surviving HSCs.
Ionizing radiation effects within the target cells (HSCs and MPPs) will produce DNA 
damages leading to different types of wide genome chromosomal aberrations and 
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alterations in the normal epigenetic pattern, such as methylation and gene expression 
profile, and cell death.
The close proximity of the breakpoint  clusters is an empiric requirement for the deletion 
of the minimal deleted region to occur.  However, based in the result obtained in this 
research, instead of one loop formation that bring the breakpoint clusters together it may 
be possible a three-loop structure that  bring together each breakpoint clusters closer to 
PU.1.  However, to test this hypothetical configuration, it would be required a higher (1 
Mb) resolution 3D FISH.   Thus, the combination of rearrangement of the DNA-DSBs 
mis-rejoining may lead to the different phenotypes observed.
Gene expression profile is changed, since group of genes are activated after exposure to 
IR, some genes are differentially  expressed in BM  cells(31) and a set of around 200 genes 
are differentially expressed in macrophages derived from CBA and C57BL/6(35). 
Additionally, epigenetic effects of irradiation implicate erasure of the regulation pattern 
of genes.  Loss of methylation pattern leads to deregulation and/or suppression of 
oncogenes and tumor suppressors respectively.
Cell death has a key  role in eliminating cells that carries unrepaired or misrepair damage 
that are lethal for the cells.  An efficient elimination of potentially leukemic cells is an 
essential factor that is involved in the sensitivity of the different mouse strains to develop 
radiation-induced AML.  An inefficient elimination of potentially  leukemic cells allow 
their evolution within the mouse where this surviving cells may reorganize the chromatin 
to adapt to the new conditions.
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The wide effect of IR is not only  in the target cells but in the microenvironment that 
surround these cells.  It is logical to think what is happening outside the target cells since 
the mice were exposed to a whole body irradiation.
After the exposure, an immune response to IR occurred in the bone marrow compartment 
with the consequent migration of immune cells (such as macrophages) will trigger a long 
term response.   Pro-inflammatory  response transform and modify the microenvironment 
by secreting and receiving signaling molecules, suggesting an attempt to eliminate 
damaged cells.   However, the anti-apoptotic signals that protect HSCs appears to be 
favorably stronger to allow the survival of potentially leukemic stem cells (only  in 
sensitive but not in resistant mouse strain).
The survival and evolution of the potentially leukemic stem cells is facilitated due to the 
interaction with the microenvironment and the inefficient elimination of the damaged 
cells.   However, there are some cells that are heavily damaged and are eliminated 
through apoptosis.  Considering experimental data, there is a depletion of the cell 
population in BM after irradiation; but the cellularity is recovered 14 days after treatment 
implicating and accelerated period of cycling HSCs to reconstitute hematopoiesis.
This vigorous repeated cycling cells drained out and aged HSCs with the consequent loss 
of its repopulating capabilities as well as enhances the replicative stress(61) promoting 
aging(62) and largely  increasing its mutation rates.  Therefore, the latency time under this 
conditions allow the evolution through acquisition of the necessary additional mutations 
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Figure 6.3: Diagram describing the model: After exposure to ionizing radiation (IR) the target 
cells (hematopoietic stem cells) and the microenvironment cells (fibroblasts from the endosteal 
compartment are affected as well as macrophages the migrate to the bone marrow (BM) in 
response to the radiation.  Deletions in chromosome 2 are produced in the target  cells.  The 
response of the microenvironment is strain dependent; therefore, in CBA, after macrophages 
migration they produce a pro-inflammatory response in the BM, while, in C57BL/6, 
macrophages produce an anti-inflammatory response.  The response in CBA is characterized by 
the production of TNFα and Nitric Oxide.  In addition, interaction with fibroblasts induces the 
production of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2, leading to a reduction of the apoptotic ratio. 
These events are chronic throughout the leukemogenesis.  On the other hand, C57BL/6 strain 
reduces the production of nitric oxide and increases the production of polyamines to act as 
antioxidant.  There is no production expression of Bcl-2 protein; therefore, the apoptotic 
elimination of damaged cells is more efficient  than the elimination in CBA.  However, in both 
cases the BM repopulation is obtained by exhaustive replication of the surviving HSCs, which 
suffer a replicative stress.  As a consequence, genomic instability and an increase in the 
mutation rate will produce two different  outcomes.  In CBA, cells bearing mutations will 
become pre-leukemic HSCs, while cells without  mutations will accelerate hematopoiesis and 
daughters HSCs will age and finally become senescent.   C57BL/6, on the other side, produce a 
chronic high proportion of apoptosis to eliminate cells with mutations until the end of its life.
 Some final considerations are based on the importance of the mutation rate 
increased under the stress caused by the radiation exposure in the target cell and the 
influence of the microenvironment response to IR that  set up  the initial conditions 
increasing the probability to develop leukemic cells.
 Despite the fact that  there is no conclusive evidence that the acquisition of the mdr 
deletion confers any proliferative advantage to the cell, the deletion of that region is 
increased after exposure.  However, mdr deletion is not produced in high frequency 
compared to other regions not related to radiation-induced AML after exposure. 
Nonetheless, this is a region that may have a different and special chromatin organization 
in one homolog that makes it more vulnerable or sensitive to radiation, favoring the 
production of the deletion after radiation exposure.
 6.7-General Conclusions
In summary, there is a clear difference in the chromatin organization in both chromosome 
2 homolog domains in interphase cells; where the different distances of the breakpoint 
clusters is associated to the different organization of the homologs.  In addition, the 
description and classification of the chromosomal territories as small and large domain is 
a feature that could be used for future research.   The bimodal distribution of the distances 
showed closer distances of the breakpoint clusters within the small domain compared to 
the large domain suggesting the probability to be consider as the region involved in the 
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rearrangement that lead to the deletion.   The distance between the clusters is important 
because the only  way for an interstitial deletion can occur, it is needed to have a close 
proximity of the breakpoint  clusters to be able to interact between them.   A different 
conformation of the chromatin could explain the deletion in only one homolog but not in 
the other homolog; the utilization of the small and large domain could give some clues if 
the domains are analyzed short after irradiation to accurately determine whether there is 
any preferential deletion of small or large domain or not.   It remains to be done an 
analysis of the nuclear matrix and the matrix attachment region that could be involved in 
the different conformation of the chromatin within both the small and large domain.
 Despite the observation of a high proportion of cells (~74% of cells considering 8 
out of 10 AML cases) that carries the small domain in radiation-induced AML samples 
suggesting that the deletion occurred more frequently in the large domain, this 
observation was made in fully developed AML samples; therefore, it is not completely 
related to what happened right after IR exposure but to the already evolved tumor cells.
The possibility  of a dynamic reorganization of the chromatin in radiation-induced AML 
samples is a question that remains to be answer analyzing BM  samples right  after 
irradiation to either confirm or reject the observation that showed higher proportion of 
cells with the large domain deleted.  The different organization did not show to be 
influenced by the genomic imprinting in chromosome 2; therefore, still it is not known 
the cause of the small and large domain organization.
The complex interaction between the bone marrow and HSCs and the response to 
ionizing radiation is key to identify the events leading to the development of AML.
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Therefore, not only the effect of IR in the HSC (the target cell) but also in the 
microenvironment (non-target cells) surrounding the HSC are important to understand the 
factors and players involved in the onset and establishment of the conditions needed to 
allow the potentially leukemic cells to appear.
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QUESTIONS:
1-Are the dis tances 
between the breakpoint 
clusters closer in AML-
sensitive mice compared 
to AML-resistant mice?
2-Are the distance of the 
b r e a k p o i n t c l u s t e r s 
similar in hematopoietic 
cell compare to non-
hematopoietic cell type?
HYPOTHESIS:
The AML-sensitive and 
hematopoietic cells are 
expected to show closer 
p r o x i m i t y ' s o f t h e 
clusters.
MATERIALS:
CBA/CaJ & C57BL/6 




p r o b e s t h a t s h o w s 
proximal and dis tal 
breakpoint clusters; PU.1 
gene and a chromosome 
2 paints.  The absolute 
physical distances was 
measured between the 
two breakpoint clusters 



















25.5% 28.8% 65.6% 70.6% 63.2% 78.1%
74.5% 71.2% 34.4% 29.4% 36.8% 21.9%
MEASUREMENTS OF BREAKPOINT CLUSTERS DISTANCES


































Cell Type and mouse strain
 pbc-dbc distances ≤1.79 μm)
pbc-dbc distances ≥2 μm)
Pbc-dbc Distances measurements ≤1.79 µm vs distances ≥2 µm
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0.864 0.938 0.898 1.040 1.673 0.775
3.039 3.551 1.206 1.613 2.849 4.059
1.292 0.951 0.413 0.233 0.874 1.128
1.395 1.177 1.208 1.742 0.798 0.440
1.221 1.767 1.040 1.138 0.577 1.130
0.702 3.060 2.224 3.807 0.862 1.082
2.335 1.838 0.258 0.612 1.257 1.206
1.304 0.891 0.896 1.428 0.987 1.345
1.257 2.544 0.645 0.530 0.144 0.832
2.899 3.891 0.617 0.530 1.092 1.991
3.154 1.646 0.973 1.575 1.100 1.894
2.260 2.345 0.530 2.049 0.065 3.695
1.114 1.657 0.854 2.582 0.603 1.097
0.200 2.536 0.400 1.519 0.459 0.669
3.050 5.112 0.182 0.861 0.905 0.681
2.115 2.576 0.996 0.945 0.802 0.949
1.642 2.667 1.356 1.910 0.839 0.656
2.095 2.464 1.618 0.841 1.542 1.221
2.576 2.421 3.404 2.174 0.288 0.862
0.416 1.168 1.648 0.802 2.168 0.144
4.334 0.485 2.035 0.787 0.425 0.557
3.570 1.270 0.938 2.026 0.678
2.729 2.316 0.506 1.740
1.748 1.504 1.039 2.460











Average 1.920 2.125 1.159 1.294 0.954 1.258
Small Domain (Group H1)
I: Measurement of the breakpoint clusters
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3.535 1.827 1.974 1.235 3.975 0.927
4.101 5.517 1.361 2.288 6.204 7.555
2.530 3.401 0.841 4.676 1.195 1.734
2.480 3.488 1.494 1.836 1.487 2.897
1.703 2.763 2.456 1.183 1.069 1.183
3.162 3.295 2.258 8.630 1.881 1.098
2.720 4.492 2.379 3.200 2.215 2.147
2.258 4.728 1.098 2.049 1.884 1.821
2.890 2.790 1.742 1.250 1.409 2.652
3.293 4.713 0.684 0.643 1.313 2.059
4.863 3.311 3.030 1.872 1.998 2.106
2.823 4.795 1.241 3.393 1.104 4.137
3.063 6.597 1.230 2.829 1.977 3.875
1.047 2.887 0.740 2.457 2.006 1.904
4.070 7.161 1.029 1.423 1.100 1.418
2.394 3.439 1.124 1.389 1.594 2.440
3.774 5.003 3.227 2.888 1.252 2.280
2.226 5.490 1.677 1.115 5.542 2.233
3.408 2.823 5.746 3.600 1.126 0.949
3.929 3.757 2.262 1.330 2.978 1.424
4.752 0.990 3.785 0.968 2.002 1.189
4.159 4.126 2.583 2.639 1.080
4.338 3.994 1.415 5.035
2.871 4.326 4.638 2.981











Average 3.17 4.06 2.32 2.28 2.11 2.287
Large Domain (Group H2)
I: Measurement of the breakpoint clusters
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1.92 3.17 2.55 2.12 4.06 3.09
0.99 0.91 1.13 1.06 1.43 1.58
30 30 30 25 25 25
3.33 0.00 1.67 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.00 0.00 5.00 4.00 0.00 2.00
6.67 3.33 5.00 20.00 4.00 12.00
20.00 0.00 10.00 8.00 0.00 4.00
13.33 3.33 8.33 16.00 4.00 10.00
16.67 16.67 16.67 12.00 0.00 6.00
10.00 10.00 10.00 24.00 8.00 16.00
13.33 20.00 16.67 4.00 8.00 6.00
3.33 13.33 8.33 4.00 20.00 12.00
0.00 10.00 5.00 4.00 8.00 6.00
3.33 16.67 10.00 0.00 8.00 4.00
0.00 3.33 1.67 0.00 16.00 8.00
0.00 3.33 1.67 4.00 24.00 14.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00












(FIB) [H]     
(%)














1 2 0 0
3 5 1 2
3 5 6 12
6 10 2 4
5 8 5 10
10 17 3 6
6 10 8 16
10 17 3 6
5 8 6 12
3 5 3 6
6 10 2 4
1 2 4 8
1 2 7 14
60 100 50 100
Distances distribution in Fibroblasts: frequency and percentage of cells (CBA and C57)
Distances distribution in Fibroblasts: Small (H1) and Large (H2) Domains in CBA and C57
I: Measurement of the breakpoint clusters
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(BM) [H]     
(Percent)














2 4 3 4
10 19 7 10
12 23 13 19
8 15 15 21
5 10 9 13
5 10 9 13
2 4 4 6
1 2 3 4
2 4 2 3
2 4 2 3
0 0 0 0
1 2 1 1
2 4 2 3
52 100 70 100



























1.16 2.32 1.74 1.29 2.28 1.79
0.88 1.92 1.59 0.78 1.49 1.28
26 26 26 35 35 35
7.69 0.00 3.85 8.57 0.00 4.29
26.92 11.54 19.23 17.14 2.86 10.00
30.77 15.38 23.08 25.71 11.43 18.57
11.54 19.23 15.38 17.14 25.71 21.43
7.69 11.54 9.62 14.29 11.43 12.86
7.69 11.54 9.62 8.57 17.14 12.86
0.00 7.69 3.85 5.71 5.71 5.71
0.00 3.85 1.92 0.00 8.57 4.29
3.85 3.85 3.85 0.00 5.71 2.86
3.85 3.85 3.85 2.86 2.86 2.86
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 3.85 1.92 0.00 2.86 1.43
0.00 7.69 3.85 0.00 5.71 2.86
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Distances distribution in BM: frequency and percentage of cells (CBA and C57)
Distances distribution in BM: Small (H1) and Large (H2) Domains in CBA and C57
I: Measurement of the breakpoint clusters
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(HSC) [H]      
(Percent)














3 7 1 2
6 14 6 14
14 32 12 29
7 16 5 12
5 11 5 12
4 9 5 12
0 0 2 5
2 5 1 2
0 0 0 0
1 2 2 5
0 0 2 5
0 0 0 0
2 5 1 2
44 100 42 100



























0.95 2.11 1.53 1.26 2.29 1.77
0.65 1.40 1.23 0.97 1.48 1.34
22 22 22 21 21 21
13.64 0.00 6.82 4.76 0.00 2.38
27.27 0.00 13.64 28.57 0.00 14.29
36.36 27.27 31.82 33.33 23.81 28.57
9.09 22.73 15.91 14.29 9.52 11.90
4.55 18.18 11.36 9.52 14.29 11.90
4.55 13.64 9.09 0.00 23.81 11.90
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.52 4.76
4.55 4.55 4.55 0.00 4.76 2.38
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 4.55 2.27 4.76 4.76 4.76
0.00 0.00 0.00 4.76 4.76 4.76
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 9.09 4.55 0.00 4.76 2.38
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Distances distribution in HSC: Small (H1) and Large (H2) Domains in CBA and C57
Distances distribution in HSC: frequency and percentage of cells (CBA and C57)



































































0.864 3.535 4.09 0.898 1.974 2.20 1.673 3.975 2.38 0.00 0.00
3.039 4.101 1.35 1.206 1.361 1.13 2.849 6.204 2.18 1.00 1.00
1.292 2.530 1.96 0.413 0.841 2.04 0.874 1.195 1.37 1.50 1.50
1.395 2.480 1.78 1.208 1.494 1.24 0.798 1.487 1.86 2.00 2.00
1.221 1.703 1.39 1.040 2.456 2.36 0.577 1.069 1.85 2.50 2.50
0.702 3.162 4.50 2.224 2.258 1.02 0.862 1.881 2.18 3.00 3.00
2.335 2.720 1.16 0.258 2.379 9.22 1.257 2.215 1.76 3.50 3.50
1.304 2.258 1.73 0.896 1.098 1.23 0.987 1.884 1.91 4.00 4.00
1.257 2.890 2.30 0.645 1.742 2.70 0.144 1.409 9.77 4.50 4.50
2.899 3.293 1.14 0.617 0.684 1.11 1.092 1.313 1.20 5.00 5.00
3.154 4.863 1.54 0.973 3.030 3.11 1.100 1.998 1.82 5.50 5.50
2.260 2.823 1.25 0.530 1.241 2.34 0.065 1.104 17.12 6.00 6.00
1.114 3.063 2.75 0.854 1.230 1.44 0.603 1.977 3.28 6.50 6.50
0.200 1.047 5.24 0.400 0.740 1.85 0.459 2.006 4.37 7.00 7.00
3.050 4.070 1.33 0.182 1.029 5.64 0.905 1.100 1.21 7.50 7.50
2.115 2.394 1.13 0.996 1.124 1.13 0.802 1.594 1.99 8.00 8.00
1.642 3.774 2.30 1.356 3.227 2.38 0.839 1.252 1.49 8.50 8.50
2.095 2.226 1.06 1.618 1.677 1.04 1.542 5.542 3.59 9.00 9.00
2.576 3.408 1.32 3.404 5.746 1.69 0.288 1.126 3.91 9.50 9.50
0.416 3.929 9.44 1.648 2.262 1.37 2.168 2.978 1.37 10.00 10.00
4.334 4.752 1.10 2.035 3.785 1.86 0.425 2.002 4.71
3.570 4.159 1.16 0.938 2.583 2.75 0.678 1.080 1.59
2.729 4.338 1.59 0.506 1.415 2.79
1.748 2.871 1.64 1.039 4.638 4.46
1.860 2.202 1.18 3.755 9.481 2.52





Normalization Values in CBA/CaJ [Large/Small]
I: Measurement of the breakpoint clusters
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I: Measurement of the breakpoint clusters
RATIO CBA (FIB)   
(%)






























RATIO CBA/CaJ             
Total Frequency




























Normalization in CBA/CaJ: RATIO (L/S) in percentage of cells
Normalization in CBA/CaJ: RATIO (L/S): All cell types.
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0.938 1.827 1.95 1.040 1.235 1.19 0.775 0.927 1.20 0.00 0.00
3.551 5.517 1.55 1.613 2.288 1.42 4.059 7.555 1.86 1.00 1.00
0.951 3.401 3.57 0.233 4.676 20.10 1.128 1.734 1.54 1.50 1.50
1.177 3.488 2.96 1.742 1.836 1.05 0.440 2.897 6.58 2.00 2.00
1.767 2.763 1.56 1.138 1.183 1.04 1.130 1.183 1.05 2.50 2.50
3.060 3.295 1.08 3.807 8.630 2.27 1.082 1.098 1.01 3.00 3.00
1.838 4.492 2.44 0.612 3.200 5.23 1.206 2.147 1.78 3.50 3.50
0.891 4.728 5.31 1.428 2.049 1.43 1.345 1.821 1.35 4.00 4.00
2.544 2.790 1.10 0.530 1.250 2.36 0.832 2.652 3.19 4.50 4.50
3.891 4.713 1.21 0.530 0.643 1.21 1.991 2.059 1.03 5.00 5.00
1.646 3.311 2.01 1.575 1.872 1.19 1.894 2.106 1.11 5.50 5.50
2.345 4.795 2.05 2.049 3.393 1.66 3.695 4.137 1.12 6.00 6.00
1.657 6.597 3.98 2.582 2.829 1.10 1.097 3.875 3.53 6.50 6.50
2.536 2.887 1.14 1.519 2.457 1.62 0.669 1.904 2.85 7.00 7.00
5.112 7.161 1.40 0.861 1.423 1.65 0.681 1.418 2.08 7.50 7.50
2.576 3.439 1.34 0.945 1.389 1.47 0.949 2.440 2.57 8.00 8.00
2.667 5.003 1.88 1.910 2.888 1.51 0.656 2.280 3.48 8.50 8.50
2.464 5.490 2.23 0.841 1.115 1.33 1.221 2.233 1.83 9.00 9.00
2.421 2.823 1.17 2.174 3.600 1.66 0.862 0.949 1.10 9.50 9.50
1.168 3.757 3.22 0.802 1.330 1.66 0.144 1.424 9.87 10.00 10.00
0.485 0.990 2.04 0.787 0.968 1.23 0.557 1.189 2.13
1.270 4.126 3.25 2.026 2.639 1.30
2.316 3.994 1.72 1.740 5.035 2.89
1.504 4.326 2.88 2.460 2.981 1.21











Normalization Values in C57BL/6 [Large/Small]
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I: Measurement of the breakpoint clusters
RATIO  
(L/S)
C57 (Fib)    
(%)
C57 (BM)    
(%)




























RATIO          
(L/S)
C57BL/6          
Total Frequency




























Normalization in C57BL/6: RATIO (L/S) in percentage of cells
Normalization in C57BL/6: RATIO (L/S): All cell types.
RADIATION-INDUCED AML (SPLEEN SAMPLES)
NAME: David Maranon                                          DATE: Sept’09
QUESTIONS:
Where did PU.1 deletion occurred more frequently? Was it in the small or large chromosome 2 
domain?  Was it random?
HYPOTHESIS:
PU.1 deletion occurs more frequently within the small chromosome 2 domain due to its compact 
chromatin conformation in interphase.
MATERIALS:
Spleen cells derived from 10 different radiation-induced AML mice and 8016 cell line.
PROCEDURE:
After γ-ray irradiation of 1, 2,  and 3 Gy some mice developed AML.  The mice case were selected 
considering high frequency of PU.1 deletion. 3D FISH was performed in the cells to measure the 
distances between the breakpoint clusters (pbc-dbc) to determine whether the PU.1 deletion 







































































































1.73 1.87 1.17 1.38 1.05 0.82 0.61 1.69 1.43 1.68 0.75
0.14 1.55 1.47 4.39 2.53 0.96 2.77 0.84 1.82 1.46 4.60
1.05 1.82 1.65 3.54 1.24 1.26 2.85 2.26 2.34 1.84 3.52
1.37 0.87 0.64 0.89 0.64 1.43 2.92 1.82 1.96 0.36 2.78
2.04 1.49 2.27 0.76 2.00 0.91 0.54 1.31 1.34 1.90 3.83
0.93 1.77 2.28 2.18 1.17 2.36 2.24 2.98 1.10 0.46 1.42
1.21 0.61 2.46 3.13 1.28 0.58 1.87 2.17 2.37 2.68 1.78
3.22 1.95 1.92 2.33 0.48 1.03 0.94 0.65 1.72 0.83 2.86
1.58 0.51 1.20 2.32 0.69 1.50 0.98 0.90 1.62 0.89 0.70
2.27 2.73 2.16 1.52 7.05 0.84 3.48 0.51 1.39 1.61 1.51
1.60 2.15 1.07 0.72 1.08 1.20 3.13 1.28 0.63 1.32 7.61
1.34 3.39 3.10 5.74 1.49 1.43 3.52 1.30 1.28 1.75 1.95
2.23 1.20 1.38 1.49 0.99 1.24 0.28 0.75 1.77 1.25 1.35
2.10 2.43 2.24 2.94 1.24 2.34 1.48 1.12 1.94 0.93 0.72
1.27 2.63 0.89 0.18 1.14 1.21 1.75 0.75 2.30 1.39 1.78
1.52 0.27 1.00 0.80 1.56 1.50 0.90 0.50 1.95 1.92 4.41
3.06 1.10 3.13 2.36 1.66 0.82 1.50 2.51 0.58 3.15 2.03
1.13 1.39 1.75 2.12 1.38 0.70 2.43 1.30 1.00 1.31 0.84
1.00 1.69 1.13 1.16 0.57 1.19 1.30 1.71 1.31 1.22 2.65
0.33 0.90 1.25 1.97 1.36 0.89 2.26 0.68 0.93 1.97 0.75
2.26 0.92 0.25 1.93 1.94 1.52 1.88 2.01 1.57 1.47 0.54
1.45 0.33 1.06 2.95 1.63 1.13 1.31 1.15 1.94 1.33 1.47
2.58 0.36 1.69 1.33 0.33 1.30 3.00 1.74 1.67 1.88 4.20
2.01 0.25 0.49 0.38 1.06 0.34 0.65 0.32 2.03 0.73 2.99
2.84 1.67 1.10 1.30 2.30 0.51 2.49 2.54 0.84 0.91 2.20
1.20 0.74 1.15 1.04 1.28 1.75 0.53 0.76 2.16 2.84 1.44
1.46 2.42 1.39 3.04 1.86 1.20 1.40 1.69 1.64 1.38 1.15
0.79 1.68 2.00 3.16 2.59 1.43 2.55 0.45 0.74 1.59 1.56
0.85 0.92 1.56 2.60 1.19 2.12 1.99 0.88 0.94 1.17 2.02
AML Group: distance measurements (pbc-dbc)
































3.86 1.07 1.77 1.30 1.26 1.01 1.23 0.98 1.27 2.44 2.67
1.86 1.94 0.78 3.25 2.36 1.57 0.45 0.82 0.78 2.47 1.74
0.80 0.95 1.34 1.67 1.69 0.92 3.49 1.75 1.21 0.51 1.04
0.18 2.44 1.16 4.63 2.36 2.99 1.51 1.89 2.14 0.67 0.79
3.33 0.27 1.56 2.52 0.75 2.09 2.02 2.64 0.61 2.38 4.51
2.30 1.15 2.32 3.93 2.53 1.25 1.33 1.62 1.05 1.12 4.34
2.51 2.23 2.72 0.75 1.86 3.07 0.77 1.78 1.24 1.98
1.05 1.73 3.19 2.01 0.94 1.89 0.85 0.98 1.13 2.43
1.48 2.02 1.06 0.22 2.21 0.88 1.11 1.19 1.98 1.89
1.46 1.26 2.24 0.46 0.65 1.29 0.43 1.79 1.54 3.55
0.80 1.81 1.91 2.49 0.68 1.99 1.12 2.17 3.04
2.65 2.89 1.68 0.75 3.54 2.81 1.94 4.26
2.26 4.99 1.99 1.59 1.82 1.29 1.89 0.58
2.42 4.19 3.13 1.60 3.84 2.89 1.33 2.94
2.11 2.72 2.56 1.54 0.18 1.57 3.86 1.15
0.39 2.92 1.85 2.84 1.25 1.24 1.42
1.02 2.45 2.88 1.78 0.61 0.87 1.19
2.52 1.37 3.27 1.83 1.56 0.93 1.62
1.92 0.94 2.27 2.14 0.80
































II: Radiation-Induced AML Samples





























0-1.79 68.75 64.10 66.67 73.53 37.78 67.44 83.67 55.26 81.08 79.54 77.5050.91
















































II: Radiation-Induced AML Samples
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II: Radiation-Induced AML Samples
GENOMIC IMPRINTING (TIRANO PROJECT)
NAME: David Maranon                                          DATE: Oct’09
QUESTION:
Is there any parental 
i n f l u e n c e i n t h e 
determination of “small” 
and “large” domain 
within BM interphase 
cells?
HYPOTHESIS:
Both “small” and “large” 
domains are determined 
by the parent of origin 




BM from F1: tirano x C3H
BM from F1: C3H x tirano
PROCEDURE:
F1 generat ion from 
crosses of C3H females 
with Tirano males and 
Tirano females with 
C3H males.
Bone marrow cells were 
o b t a i n e d f r o m t h e 
offspring (F1) from each 
cross.
P h y s i c a l d i s t a n c e s 
measurements between 
proximal and distal 
breakpoint clusters were 
measured within the 
C 3 H c h r o m o s o m a l 
d o m a i n f r o m t h e 
different offspring.
F1‣ C3H x Tirano
♀ ♂
CH3



















































































III: Genomic Imprinting (Tirano Project)







































Tirano ♀  x    C3H   ♂
C3H   ♀   x    Tirano ♂
DISTANCES 
(um)






















31 Percentage (%) 33 Percentage (%)
2 6.45 0 0
7 22.58 9 27.27
6 19.35 5 15.15
10 32.26 10 30.30
3 9.68 6 18.18
2 6 2 6.06
1 3 1 3.03
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
31 100.00 33 100.00
III: Genomic Imprinting (Tirano Project)
Distances distribution
